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skies is the
prediction for tonight
and Wednesday; temperature unchanged.
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THE chief trouble with
Private Parks seems
to have been be was
not fenced in. .
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they are presented to him In official

FAILS TO

FAMOUS ARTIST DEAD
New York, May 19. Advices from
Auvers, Suroise, France, made public

Simy AN

AND PARKS

Train From San Luis Polosi Arrives in the
Capital Without Missing Consul
VIUA BEGINS ATTACK UPON TOWN OF SALTILLO

RELATES

REMARKABLE

here today, announced the death there
of Charles Sprague Pearce, the artist.
Mr. Pearce was born in Boston in
1851.' He attained! much fame as a
painter of peasants and fishermen
and was a conspicuous figure in the
art circles of Paris, where he made
his home for many years; He had not
been In America for 18 years.
BANK ROBBED
Spokane, Wash., May ia. Three
men entered the state bank of Spangle when Cashier S. W. Newton was
alone 'at noon today, locked him in
the bank vault, took about $4,000,
went out the back door, rented an
WASHINGTON

automobile and escaped

CITY EDITION

MAY 19, 1914.

Mr. Folk read a notice of a meeting of the special committee at which
Mr. Thome said he could obtain con
trd of the Westchester and the New
York & Port Chester and have a line
built Mr. Thome was given verbal
authority to buy the whole or a majority of the securities of both roads.
"Was Morgan's faith in Thorne so
strong Unjustified Thome's taking a
double commission?"
"This matter was discussed and I
N.
PURCHASE
OF
THE
TELLS OF
think
it was held that the papers
B. BY THE NEW
Y. W.
showed he might be justified in this,
HAVEN ROAD
hut I reported against rhis."- "Did Thorne not claim $500,000 for
the cancellation of bis contract?" ' '
TAMMANY BALL'S INFLUENCE "
'
"He asked a good deal more at
first than $275,000."
HE GOES INTO THE PART PLAYThe healing at this point was adjourned until 2:30 o'clock.
ED BY LATE INSPECTOR
'
Mr. Mellen told the commission he
THOMAS BYRNES
conferred with President Roosevelt
before he purchased the Boston and
OF
MR. H02GAN Maine railroad to consolidate It with
WAS AFRAID
the New Haven. Mr. Roosevelt did
not advise the purchase, Mr. Mellen
FINANCIER ; HELD HIM IN AWE, said but told him he must not expect
THE WITNESS TELLS
relief from him in case he should vioi
late the laws.

HELLER

-

form.

REPLY TO QUESTIONS HEGARDIHG
FATE OF

VEGAS DAILY OlTIC, TUESDAY,

STORY
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MINISTER OF

FORMER

URRUTIA,

THE INTERIOR, FLEES FROM THE
CAPITAL, FEARING ASSASSINATION
s

-

Is

Upon His Arrival in Vera Cruz He

Placed Under Arrest
MEXICANS HI5S HIM AS UE GOES THRODGn STCEETS

A

r

undetected.

The Constitutionalist General, in Accordance With His Custom, Later a posse was formed and the
robbers were surrounded in the woods
Has Put a Rigid Censorship I'pon All News Matter Until the
u
near Waverly, Wash.
Battle Is Ended United states Government, Seeimj the
Mediation Plans Working Nicely, Is Nof Worrying
HUNGARIAN ,RHApSODIE"
Hungary, May 19. Count
Budapest,
About the Entanglement With Huerta

Stephan Tiaza, Hungarian premier,
and Stephan Rokovaky, a member of
the lower house, fought a duel with
rapiers here this afternoon. The adversaries fought five- - bouts and both
were wounded. The dual grew out of
an altercation in a committee room
of the Hungarian parliament on May

Washington, May 19. Charles S.
Mellen today resumed the remarkable
story he is unfolding before the interstate commerce commission concerning the vast and complicated financial operations of the New Haven
railroad and its various subsidiaries.
Chief Counsel Folk for the commis
sion, developed the dominant part
taken in the transactions by prominent figures on the board of directors
of the New Haven road and more particularly the late J. Pierpont Morgan
and William Rockefeller.
Mr. Mellen told in detail of his relations and his differences with Mr.
He also went fully into the
Morgan.
acquisition of the New York Westchester & Boston road by the New
Haven. This brought out further ref
erences to the part taken by the late
Police Inspector Thomas Byrnes of
New York, who, Mellen testified, operated "through the people on Fourteenth slrec.t where Tammany Hall
is located."
Mr. Mellen, whra questioned about
differences with "tyr. Morgan regarding the WesUnW'of'jfleaL'. detailed a
conversation with the late financier
which he said had greatly "humiliated'' him.
"Were you afraid of Mr. Morgan?"
Mr. Foils asked.
"You might call it cowardice," Mr.
Mellen answered. "I held Mr. Morgan in more awe than any other man

WILLIAM IN TROUBLE
Bnirrazzo, Albania, May 9j A mixed force of marines from the inter-

They Express their Hatred of the Fugitive and of the Provisional
President Under Whose Appointment tie committed Many .
Atrocities, It h Asserted The Refugee Says a Plot Is
.
Being Hatched in Mexico Gty for the Destruction
. :
of the Dictator
1

'

demonstrate in a striking manner tbs
sentiment ia
widespread
who was then located at Casa Blanca
Vera Cruz.
in' the vicinity of Mazatlan. General
Mast of the fugitives from the capiCarranza was accompanied back to
tal are welcomed by the residents of
Durango last night by Generals Pan-Vera Cruz, but they found it did-- '
jfilo (Natera, Mariano and Domingo 14.
cult to separate Urrutia from ths
Martin
Arrieta, Tomas Domlnguez,
Huerta regime, notwithstanding ths
Triana and Trinidad Cervantez.
public dropping of the man by th
d
General Carranza has now complet-te- NO SOLUTION
FOR
provisional president
the plans for the final movements
"Why, it would appear that they
San Luis Potosi,
against Saltillo,
think I am still working for Huerta."
Aguas Calientes and surrounding
said the big framed fugitive, as he
i
places.
paced up and down in his roonw
"They refuse to believe that I too,
Battle at Saltillo
am. in danger of my life. Some of
PRESIDENT WILSON PROMISES TO
El Paso, Texas, May 19. It became
ALLOW TROOPS TO REMAIN
them' think I am down here on some-so- rt
evident today that all press dispatches
IN TRINIDAD
of secret mission for Huerta,
Threatened by Mexicans
Tokio, May 19. A plea to the press
from the battle llwes before Saltillo
and
others
that I am here conniving at:
Aureliano
19.
Pr.
Vera Cruz, May,
oi the world to work for the removal
have been prevented from reaching
some plot or' other with the rebels.
Washington, May 19. No Immeof
the
interior,
ITrrutia.
of misunderstanding and suspicions
their destination on this side of the diate solution of the strike situation
"I assure you that I am doing nore left the capUal be- between the nations was made toda declared that
border. No news from the front had in Colorado is in sight, and members
I am trying to get away fro m
in
thing.
and
assassination
ause he feared
by Premier Count Shigenobu Okuma,
been received here since- the first of the Colorado congressional delegascenes and situations that have gro.r
wouiu
rewoit
a
t.htt
belief
that
suoiuy
of
Japanese
in addressing a gathering
preliminary skirmishes at Paredon tion reiterated the hope that Presihateful to me and which are blottin g
and foreign Journalists. He declared occur in the city of Mexico.,
and south of that point had been
dent Wilson would allow the federal
the record of my country.
"for
he
said,
the
left
I
'capital,"
these misunderstandings and suspic
It is thought here that Gen- troops to stay there for the time be"Not since the tenth of Septema
Knowions were terrible obstructions to the two reasons, xne nrsi was;
eral Villa is following the game plan ing. The president reassured them
ber
have I had anything to do with
HuerGeneral
a
among
of
plot
world's peace, but addd that the ledge
ho placed in effect at the battle of that he has no intention of taking
to as-- the government and only once in sil.
supporters,
close
ta's
political
tinan.
had., pouurixe
4nerMwy"'t
Torreon, when he refused permission away the troops but was insistent
;hat time have I seen. Huerta," ..
relations to apply the Christian Text, s8lnate''metSfy'TB5.viiTr''KBP-tof correspondents to send dispatches that steps be taken for settling the
Dr. Urrutia referred to an incident
been planhad
there
much..
Second,
on
thee
thy
shall
smite
Whosoever
until the battle was over and the vic- strike. Representative Taylor called
at
a dinner at Chapultepec last fall
and
of
the
people
revolt
lit cheek, turn to him the other ned a general
on the president today and Senator
tory assured.
when Querido Moheno and Jose Mathe
army.
also."
The fact that no dispatches from Thomas saw Secretary Garrison on the
I would not he- surprised to re ria Lozano, members of Huerta's cabNations, he said, must be strong
before Saltillo come through is re- same subject
ui u. inet, drank the health of Huerta, stylnow
at
time ue
any
ceive
and exact respect for their rignis
garded here by those who know Gentire ing him as the modern Napoleon and
whom
ha .ian;mese nremier declared that uprising against Huerta,
eral Villa intimately as a certain in
and
Lindsey Asks That Troops Remain
of
lauding him as .being even greater
tired
are
to
the
the
led
and
army
had
people
unjustified suspicion
dication that the battle is on.
than
Chicago, May 19. Judge Ben B. I ever knew."
the Corslcan. At that time, Dr.
are
fortification of peaceful countries, of whom the people and the army
Urrutia
Lindsey of Denver and five women
Mr, Mellen answered the rapid fire
says, he did stand before tba
themselves.
iJ;did
rid
to
and Australia, determined
"it Capital Hears From Saltillo
from Colorado passed through Cbica-'g- o of questions with readiness and seem- such as New Zealand
when president and opposed the idea of
Mexico
in
be
want
City
to
not
"
..
v
and concluded;
19. General
Mexico City, May
of
,today on their way to Washington ing composure and frequently evoked
placing a halo about the head
no enemy, so what is these things occurred."
'America
Blanquet, minister of war, siaid today to beg President Wilson not to with laughter by some sally. He was still aha. nan nt haj
and hustled through Huerta. telling him that on the day
on i.ne
arrested
t.hn
Twice
fortification
that no great battle had begun in draw the federal troops from the under cross examination when the
the streets iby American soldiers, and he resigned and opened the way for
Panama canal?"
Saltillo yet So far, there have only strike zona. Judge Lindsey asserted noon recess was taken.
hissed and threatened by his country- true democracy in which "Indians,.
been skirmishes between the van- that civil war would, result if the regu
While the hearing was in progress
as you and I," might participate
men, Urrutia was forced to face yes such
FLOODS DELAY TRAFFIC
lars were replaced by militiamen.
President Wilson and the cabinet
Indeed would be great
he
guards.
to
Railroad
19.
some
of
the
indignities
terday
Dalhart Texas, May
In the Lindsey party are Mrs. Lee were in conference In the regular
The government is rushing war ma
The president rebuked Moheno audi
tram in the Texas Panhandle, south- - which he subjected others wmie ne
. hav
"
Women's
Colorado
into
was
soldiers
y
'
session.
terials
of
Saltillo,
and
the
reported
It
Champion
He
liozano,
saying his friend Urrutia hat
But Where is Parker?
at
the
northeastern
capital.
in
and
was
'
high
poer
fitern Colorado
pleasing
Vera Cruz, May 19. The two horses ing left Sail. Luis Potosi two days Relief committee, and the following; from several sources' that Attorney New Mexico was nearly at a stand expects to sail for Europe at the first uttered the sentiment most
"
to him.
'
hninncrinir to lieutenant Colonel ; El beforew. The forces of General Zozaya, women who passed through the battle General McReynolds had brought up
Within, the opportunity.
floods.
to
due
still
today,
Ban at Ludlow: Mrs. Mary Petruccja, Wore the cabinet the subject of, the
"And that sentiment is one I ye
more F. Taggert, which were taken which had been operating on the
In spite of the sentiment of the
last two weeks tea inches of. rain has
Into the Mexican lines ' by Private Luis Potosi and Tampico line, have who lost three children in the "death New Haven Inquiry and the decision fallen in this section, more than two crowd which stood before his notei hold," declared Dr. Urrutia. "I am.
Lui Po hole"; Mrs. Peart Jolly and Mm M.J of the interstate commerce commisSamuel Parks when the soldier, who been concentrated in San
to flood al und shouted "Let us witness that not in accord with the admlnistrar- H. Thomas, with her two young chll-8re- sion stating that testimony taken now inches last night adding
tosi.
disappeard,
be
.was
said
demented,
to
stoma.,
Amerlcan Justice be done." General , tion, its plans nor policies, and bv
.if
Mrs. Lindsey was taken 111 might grant immunity In any future ready caused by previous
General. Emllio Campa arrived last
aawere returned today, to the American
Funston has been asked to order openiy wia me presment so. Ana
Saltillo' 'an-- ' reported all here and will not complete the trip. action hy the government
from.
ee they accuse me of intriguing toe-anight
or
mo
oraer
Urrutia's detention until such time
STOLEN! PICTURE RETURNED
solitary authowueso ny
well
Wm.M
Asked by Mr. Folk concerning the
'
,
new
a
Mexican commander.'
Mexleo
;
19
The
ty
painting
theyJiavef.at
New York, May
Miners Charged With Murder
The resignation of Jose Maria Lo- connection of Mr. Rockefeller with the
Dr. UrrutiaiKpectsp. sailon th
"it
be-the
With
and'
"Perseus
Judiciary,
government
John.
Sargent
Boulder, Colo., May 19. Jack Cas'- purchase' of the Westchester property by
zano, minister of communications and
- J steamer Yptraaga,,
Should "the de- San Luis Potosl Weakensrecently Btoien fore whom charges .gainst the exHead of Medusa,"
caused much spec- sidy, president of LaFayette local of Mr. Mellen said:
has
works,
con.
monstrauons against wm connnue W
public
re
was
m"
filed
for
alleged
Juarez, MexUso, May 19The
museum,
be
minister
circles. However, the miners union, today appeared in
1U be
"Mr. Rockefeller was in favor of from the Brooklyn
afforded a refuge on th
sUtutionalist troops under, general Al ulation in political
!!
turned in the mail today. It was not crimes perpetrated as is generally
bond
for
no
and
$3,000
court
here
gave
to
political
said
have
great
is
It
investment in the Westchester,
ser
the
until the Ypirang
a
Prairie
berto Carrera Torres have , gained
to
the
minister
of
was
the
No
."55
clue
he
while
claimed,
on a charge
'"''
degree muraer but was rather staggered at the damaged in any way.
significance.
of
!'an
outskirts
within
the
position
was. obtained.
interior.
lt?Tti..j.
The minsiter of interior visited
growing out of the battle at the Hecla amount of the cost It was more sender
likelihood that! several residents or vera era haTe
little
Ijuis Potosi and have dealt the fed
There
appears
in
and
28
him
thanked
strikers
between
mine
and
April
than' anybody thought it would be.'
yesterday
eral garrison a severe Wow, accordwunuiuuuunun
Urrutia will be held. Atone time j
name of the president for his minis guards. Eight . other $ strikers
the
con
at
the
wnai aid mo no ji$.vtu. uhj
received
a
to
OUT
ttessage
did tell him to. Junta at Washington a petition that
DRIVES
ing
Cleneral Funston
HUERTA
bond
aggrefurnished
and
appeared
the Westchester in the aggregate?"
it use its influence with the stater
stitutionalist information bureau here services.
leave, but relenting he sent word he
$25,000 on charges of conspirmillion dollars,'
gating
Around thirty-fiv-e
Morel
oa,
from
private
Espinosa
Cruz,
Vera
tempora- department to have Dr. Urrutia hehl
today
acy to murder and conspiracy to at renlied Mr. Mellen, "The road is
Federals Hold Panuco
ARCDBISHOP TIO might remain in
'
until there is attt opportunity to-- pre
secretary to General Carranza.
rily.
murder. The cases were set
:
about 26 miles long, with four tracks,
"
The forces met- - outside the city,
Washington, May 19. That federal tempt
:
'.
Urrutia professed that his only de fer charges against.' him' for' his.- many
30 miles for trial July 27.
-'
and is admirably constructed through
,'"'
Y x
according to th messages and the soldiers still control Panuco,
was to remain here under pro- alleged crimes.sire
PRELATE. IT IS SAID, TOLD THE
'
a very, populous territory."
conatitutionalisits drove the federals inland from Tampico, as rumored late
had
he
that
the
tection
Americans,
pf
DO
DICTATOR HE WOULD
that Inspector
Mellen, explained
SULLIVAN IS SAFE
.
back to the central part of the. town yesterday to Admiral Kayo, was conno'Objecl ;in going to Europe, and" to
STEAI.I BOX BURSTS;
WELL TO RESIGN
Byrnes,.." with whom he dealt in ac
.Washington; May 19. The . stat
with a loss of 38 killed and wounded. firmed, tsod&y inrsport from Amerito face, the
was
the
at
remain
capital
-- pnavy depart
quiring the minority of; tjie. West
General Carrera Torres was able to can Consul Miller
how- department has received news front
Vera Cruz. May 19 Archbishop anger ofj Huerta. Before night,
eva
which
Chester stock, told htm that much of
'An
town
ment
entire
the
BADLY
'within
American Consul L. Sullivan of La
HURT
garrison
SAILOR
up a position
would
"take
that
he
had
decided
he
ever,
the stock was held by people in Four Mora y Del Tio was driven, out oi not
? and is confident he soon will have cuated Tampico when the constitu
Page, who arrived safely on the
stay.
teenth street, New York "where, you Mexico City by Provisional President
tionalists took the city is said to have
in San Francisco. He stated?-hthe city in his possession.
attito
the
due
was.
decision
This
'
accordinir to information
HiiArta.
was
well and wool. I leave immeGeneral Carrera Torres has opened ceased fight at Panuco, where ex ACCIDENT ON THE NAVAL RE- know, Tammany Hall is located.
own people rather than to
"Hnur .Mil this stock reach Tarn reaching hare today. The archbishop, tude of his
CEIVING SHIP INTREPID MAY
for
the railroad lines as far as the station tensive oil wells are located. Con
diately
Washington. Considerable
of
on
the
part
the storxisays, sought an interview any lack of hospitality
CAUSE. ONE DEATH
many Hall?"
concern had been expressed for Cott-8- ul
of Pestlllos, and soon expects to have cern is aroused over the fate of this
been
had
he
After
the
Americans.
at
was
which
I dn not l:now," replied Mr. Mul with .general Huerta,
.
i
Sullivan's safety,
the road running all the way to San property. rofnsml Tint later accorded on taken to a hotel from the police sta
Vallejo, Cat, May 19. Three men len.
Luis Potosi. Many federal soldiers
his
was
after
detained
where
he
churchman
tion,
that the
Mm, Mellen was asked about com representation
Carranza Is Silent
were injured, one fatally, today by
t
deserted and joined the constitutiqn- SENATOR TO JUMP
arrival, he crossed the street with his
communication from the pope.
a
had
with
letter
hnl
had
' Eil
by
he
of
a
in
box
munications
the
steam,
19.
(explosion
the
Constitu
is
said.
Paso, Texas, May
alist ranks, it
19.
Waller"
"Pitcher
and
wife
his
May
Chicago,
of
provfamily, consisting
The communication, it is said,
Carranza Orders Mazatlan Attacked tionalist officials here have received engine room of the naval recelvin; Oakleigh Thorne concerning the part
to lunch at a cafe. Johnson, Catcher Ainsmith and Out
or ed to be a suggestion that General eicht children,
the
purchase
at
in,
Mare
Island
which
he
the
played
navy
state
a
for
to
no
answer
orders
Intrepid
final
Jheir request
ship
General Carranza gave
soldiers
American
appear
accompanied him. fielder Clyde Milan of the Senators,
The
Haven
Huerta
New
president
the
resign.
for
for the attack on Mazatlan and the ment from General Carranza regard yard. The explosion burst ammonia the Westchester
Stood
th
in
dining room near three of the American league's greatadvice
dispassionately,
They
constitutionalists ing the possible elimination of Huerta pipes and the injured men were near Mr. Mellen said most of his dealings ed to take this
advance of the
and
outside
other soldiers est stars, have put their names to a?s
table
his
the
following
On
no
Thorne
.mail.
were
reply.
making
by
with Tohmo
through Jalisco while in Sombre-ret-e and the election of a provisional pres- ly suffocated by the fumes.
'i
to
came
the
messeneer
were
Tmwever.
Aav
a
Interruption agreement to sign with the Pi!i"-'M:- ;
preventing
busy
J. Kelly, chief water tender, was and Perry were paid $275,000 when
on his recent trip, according to a ident, as outlined yesterday in Washat the end of this eetmrn,"
Federals
from
muttered
their
who
a
of
natives
with
warning
angry
the
cancelled.
was
archbishop
Origin
message--receivehere today.
ington dispatches. Many of the of- reported to be dying, and J. II. Cald their contract
asserted today's issue of the Erenmij
721i per cent Huerta that he would do well to leave threats and offenly denounced him.
General Carranza was in telegraph- ficials believe General Carranza will well and R. F. Henry, electricians, ally they were to pet
,
.
POSt.
to
sfrvfKl
incident
has
The
Urrutia
Involved.
country.
uie
of the amount
ic communication with General Obre-- decline to discuss these matters until were badly hurt
Washington, May 19 Reports from
Mexico City today that a long delayed
train from San Lsia Potosi had arrived there without American Consul
Joha R. Sillman, concerning whose
safety the Huerta government has
given repeated assurances',
concern among state department officials.
'
Secretary Bryan declared that repeated messages have come from the
Huerta foreign office that Sllliman,
who had been held at Saltillo by the
federals, had been released and that
he was en route to Mexico City under
guard, but that nothing official had
been, learned for several days.
Information from the Huerta 'government regarding the American private, Samuel Parks, which was demanded, also is awaited. Though unofficially satisfied that .Parks was ex,
ecuted outside Vera Cruz by Mexican
federals, Huerta's government has
thus far failed to communicate details
of the tragedy.
No request has been forwarded to
the btate department up to noon today
for the detention of Dr.. Urrutia, former minister of the interior in Huerta's cabinet, who is a refugee at Vera
Cruz. It had been reported from Vera
Cruz that Mexicans had appealed to
in
constitutionalist
representatives
Urruto
protest against
Washington
tia being permitted to leave Mexican
General Funston reported
chores.
that he would keep the Mexican refugee under guard until he embarked
from Vara Cruz,
With mediation in the Mexican
crisis practically "under way a Ni,
agara Falls, Ontario, President jWU-eon and the cabinet took up routine
r
matters! today.

gon, in command in the west coast,

,

-

19
Brigadier
a
In
report, to me
national fleet was landed here today General Funston,
today confirmed
r department,
for the protection of Prince William
of Albania, who accepted the ruler-shi-p stories of the arrest of Dr. Aureliano
of the country on February 21i. TJrrutta on his arrival at Vera Crua
from Mexico City, and added that he
would be kept under guard until he
THE
WHY FORTIFY
goes aboard his ship.
General Funston did not say wnen
Dr. Urrutia intended to emuam ur
CANAL? whither he Is bound. He added that
Antonio Rivero de la Torre, editor of
El Dietamen, and leader of the de
mons trattji on against ... Dr. (Urrutia,
SAYS
THE JAPANESE PREMIER
probably would be released from cus
THE UNITED STATES HAS
,, v
'.tody today.
NO ENEMIES
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

LEFT

HIS

father's

Friend

COULD DIE

INCREASED ITS
SCHOOLS

CALVES

19, 1914w

PRESBYTERIANS

NEW MEXICO HAS WISHED SHE

AND

GOATS
'

HEIRS fathers Tell cf

MAY

And Be Free From Her Trouble,
bat Finds Better Way.

ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
HAS INTERESTING, WILL,
MADE IN 1815

DURATION OF TERMS ALSO HAS
Experience Is or should be our best
BEEN LENGTHENED DURteacher. Women who have obeyed the
ING THE PAST YEAR
highest and nobleat of all sacrifices, the
struggle for the life of others, should
have a better Idea of helpful influence
Santa Fe, May 19. New Mexico has
than those who theorize from observation.
' At any rate when a prospective grand- 1,(193 public schools, or about one to
mother urges her daughter to do as she each 200
inhabitants, according to the
did to use "Mother's Friend." there Is
latest statistics compiled by Chief
resnon to believe It the rlKht e dries.
"Mother's Friend" Is an external ap- Clerk
Rupert F. Asplund of the de
plication for expectant mothers. Its
Is to furnish pliancy to the muscles, partment of education.
That is an
to take away the strain on the cords and increase of 95, or more than 5 per
ligaments, to relieve the tension of nerves
and tendons so apt to provoke or ag- cent since last year, when the schools
gravate nausea, morning sickness, twitch-lnnumbered 1,698.
of the limbs and so on.
iMore remarkable, however, is the
ft Although, in the nature
of things, a
woman would use "wotner e mend" nut increase In the
length of school term
but rarely, yet so effective baa it been
found that this splendid remedy la on sale Last year there were only 88 schools
In most drug; stores throughout
the that had less than fhree months
United States. It has been prepared by
Bradfleld Regulator Co., 404 Lamar Bids., 55hool, the year before there were 324
Atlanta, Ua.. and advertised by us for
year there are
over forty years. This ia a fine record such schools. rThl
for such a special remedy and the grate- practically no schools in that catey
are Just aa gory. Last year there were 46 schools
ful letter received
appreciative as were those of yeara ago
are sup- that held no sessions, the year before
methods
that
notwithstanding
posed to have greatly advanced. Ask at there were 89, this year there are
the drug store for a bottle of 'Hottior'f
Friend.'
only slit.,
It ia worth while.
lAltogetiher latet Jyear there were

A will that in
and
provisions
its DhraeseoloKy
throws a peculiar sidelight upon con
ddtions in New Mexico 70 years ago,
la in the hands of Assistant Attorney
General Harry S. Clancy, referee in
a mn Arriba countv grant case. In
some respects the will is fully as interesting as the famous Delgado will
in the archives of the surveyor general. The Delgado will, however, is
dated 1816, while the will of Jose Manuel Martinez is dated 1842, a few
years before the Mexican occupation.
The Delgado will was made under the
regime of Spain, while the Martlnej
will is from the regime of Mexico.
Martinez was the father of General
Close Maria Chavez, who died recent
ly at the age of 102 years and gained
fame as an Indian fighter. General
Chatvez was the father of J. M. C.
Had Indian Slaves
Chavez still living at Ablquiu, the old
A bequest to two little Indian girls
family home.
recalls that Navajo Indians were to a
Loyany xo wnurvn
certain extent held as slaves. ' It is
The first two pages of the will, related by the chroniclers, that a cer
county
;whfcb Is lwrltten in clear Spanish tain community in Valencia
hand, attests to the devoutnessi of enjoyed a thriving business in fur
the testator, who was possessed of nishing Navajo slaves for wedding
xtensive lands and considerable per- gifts. Occasionally the Navajos resonal property, being considered a taliated and carried whites Into slavevery rich man in those days. The ry. Chaves bequeathed to the two
will opens with the formula then cus- Indian girls, Juliana and Rosalia, 100
tomary "In the name of Almighty God varas of land and also a heifer to
and of Our Lady, the Virgin Mary each.
conceived without etaln of original
Metal Utensils Scarce
Bin from the first Instant of her most
That metal utensils were scarce is
pure being." The testator then pro- shown from Die fact that a shovel,
ceeds to attest to his loyalty to the pick, an iron hinge, a big spoon and
Roman Catholic faith and the church similar objects are similarly enumer
and among the personal property he ated and It is stated definitely in the
disposes of are three crucifixes say- will that the lock on the stable be
ing also:,
longs to the daughter, Maria Dolores.
"I direct that on the day of my buNo Race Suicide
rial the great cross of the parish may
There were 12 children born to the
be brought out and the hour having testator of whom ten were living
arrived that there be celebrated for when he made the will in view of his
my soul the mass recited with vigil approaching death. The Inventory of
and response with my body present" the executors attached values the es
Forty ordinary manses are also pro- tate at $3,631.81, which was considervided for.
ed a huge cum in those days and in
that part of Rio Arriba county.
Houses that Grew
The custom of adding to the family
home as the family grew Is shown
CHIMAYO COMMENCEMENT
from the statement that the testator
19. The mission
Santa
bas added 20 rafters additional to school at Fe, May northern Santa Fe
Chimayo,
'testa
what the home had when the
held its commencement ex- tor's mother died. The testator, how county,
ever, had five other houses and half Cirilo
Martinez, Anastaeio Martinez
a dozen other ranches In Rio Arriba and Lffle
English, each delivered an
county.
oration. The commencement address
Indebted for Jug of Brandy
was made by Don P. Johnston, super
The testator acknowledges his in- visor of the Jemez and Pecos forests.
debtedness to Damaslo Lopez for a Mr. Johnston
urged longer school
Jug of brandy and 30 "hard" dollars terms and impressed upon the parents
to Don Jgnacio Iscayada,
the necessity of keeping their chil-dein school for the higher grades.
Pigs and Nanny Goats
The deceased! had considerable live- Hie brought home to the boys and
stock. In the inventory are enumer- girls lofty principles of conduct. One
ated one big pig and 11 thin ones. To of the graduates will enter the Men-au- l
school at Albuquenrua .Miss Huff,
Wllltm
J 6 U till II v
uaugjjici- cu
goats of which, she however, had re- the talented and successful principal
ceived four in her lifetime. Two of the school, passed through Santa
boards are valued at $2 each and sev- Fe today on her way to her home at
eral bulls at 10 a piece.
Montclair, Nl J.

Santa Fe, May

19.

pur-po-

se
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n
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schools that did not hold the five
months term provided for in the con
stitution, thera were 471 that had
five months term; 190 with six
months, 190 with seven months, 127
with eight months. 698 with nine
months, 28 with ten and three with
11 months of school tn the year.
The largest number of schools last
year .was in Chaves county, 110, of
which 40 were in Roswell; Colfax and
San Miguel tied for; second place
with 106 schools, Raton having 32,
East Ias Vegas 19 and Las Vegas 10.
Bernalillo county was third with 103,
of which 58 are in Albuquerque
Other counties with more than 60
schools were Quay 98, Union 92,
Roosevelt 91, Eddy 86, Curry 81, of
which 16 are at Clovis, Socorro 70,
Grant 67, Santa Fe 65 with 19 at
Santa Fe; 'Guadalupe 64, Rio Arriba
6t, Mora 60, Otero 54 with 15 at Ala- mogordo, Dona Ana 53, Taos 53.
Less Than Fifty (
The remaining counties line up as
follows as to the number of schools
Torrance 49, San Juan 43, Lincoln 42,
Valencia 40, Luna 33, Sierra 27, San
doval 26, McKlnley 19. In proportion
to school population Sandoval county
has the smallest number of schools
in the state.
Town Schools
Among the cities Albuqeurqiie leads
of course, with 68 schools; Roswell
is second with 40 and Raton third
with 32. East Ias Vegas-La- s
Vegas
have 29 schools, Santa Fe 19, Clovis
16 and Alamogordo 13.
134
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YOU CAN CURE THAT BACKACHE,
Pain along the back', dizziness, headache and general langour. Get a package of Mother Gray's AROMATIC-LEAF- ,
the pleasant root and herb
cure for all Kidney, Bladder and Urinary troubles. When you feel all run
down, weak and without energy use
this remarkable combination of na
ture's herbs and roots. As a tonic
laxative It has no equal. Mother Gray's
Aromatic-Lea- f
la sold by Druggists or
sent by mail for 60 cts. Sample sent
FREE. Address, The Mother Gray
Co., Le Roy, N. Y. Adv.

COLUMBUS

The Fra Says- -

GROWING THIRSTY

"When you tell me of your wonderful invention and want
t
to sell me stock in your company, just bring a
of the man who is going to manage your concern, as well
as a list of what he eats and drinks, the hours he sleeps,
Then
and how he exercises both his body and
1 11 talk with
::
you."
t4
j

"'re

ASSEMBLY

ARE
TO
ENDEAVORING
PROVIDE MEANS OF GETTING
AROUND LOCAL OPTION

Santa Fe, May

sky-piec- e.

healthy men with

clear

thinker

and

strong

bodies to build a prosperous business.

19.

Columbus, Luna

county, having discovered that disin
corporating the village will not re
lieve it of its prohibition ordinance
recently voted and formulated only
after a mandamus from the district
court, offers a new solution for the
the
that embarrasses
barrenness

thirsty ewe.

Food Plays a Big Part
,

Grape-Nut-

s,

made of whole wheat and malted barley, is a

de-

licious food, and contains the elements required by Nature fof
of body, brain and nerves.

up-kee-p

A

ration of

Grape-Nut- s

Today were filed with the state cor
poration commission incorporation pa
pers for two associations which state
frankly in their charter that their
purpose la "for the dispensing of
liquors to its own members, to maintain pool tables, end other innocent
sports." One is to be known as Co
lumbus lodge and the incorporators
are Charles I Edmonds, 28 shares,
who is also the statutory agent; Sam
Ravel and ii Ravel, one share each.
the capitalization being $3,000, divid

shares.
The International club also capi
talizes with $3,000 but only $2,000 is
paid np, the incorporators and directed

and Crea.m
with regular meals, helps many a man to manage successfully.

"There's a Reason"

Columbia. Tenn. "Many a time," NATIONAL MEETING OF BIG DEsays Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place,'
NOMINATION TO BEGIN IN
"1 wished f would die and be relieved
of my buffering, from womanly troubles.
CHICAGO THURSDAY
1 could not
get up, without pulling at
something to help me. and stayed in Ded
Chicago, May 19, A large propormost of the time, 1 could not do my
housework.
tion of the 800 commissioners to the
annual
The least amount of work tired me one hundred and twenty-sixt- h
out. My head would swim, and I would meeting of the General Assembly of
tremble for an hour or more. Finally. I
the Presbyterian Church, which opens
took Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I
am not bothered with pains any more, here Thursday, have already arrived
and 1 don't have to go to bed. In fact, in town, and the remainder are ex1 am sound and well of all
my troubles." pected tomorrow.
Accompanying the
fardul com tn ill tfi wpat snnta and delegates are hundreds of visitors,
It- acts with
them strong.
helps
the clergy and laity of
. to make
.
.
a
r
nature not againsi ner. t.
ii is ror me representing
tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel the Presbyterian church throughout
a if Pvprvthintr wr urnnor and nH the country.
something to quiet their nerves and
The sessions of the assembly will
system.
ircnguicn ine worn-o- ui
be held in the new $750,000 edifice
If you are a woman, suffering from any
church,
of
nititiMniit evmntntne nf ujnmlnl. of the Fourth Presbyterian
trouble, take Cardui. It will help you. which is said to be the most beautim an druggists.
ful Presbyterian church in the world.
WriU ti Chsttanoora Medlcin
Co, U1W The pastor of the church is Dt1.' John
Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn., for StmmJ
Timothy Stone, who is the retiring
book, "Horn
luttntstiiu on your cat and
TraaUnant for Wornon." ill piaio wrapper. M O. 1U
moderator of the general assembly.
The most important business of the
agent and East Las Vegas as the opening day will be the selection of
a new moderator. The choice Is still
New Mexico headquarters.
a matter of speculation, but it is certain to fall upon a cleric, sentiment
FORNOFF ON THE JOB
Fred in favor of (bestowing this signal honSanta Fe, May
Fornoff, former mounted policeman, or upon a layman not being sufficientwas today Induced to take up the ly advanced. Because of the precedhunt for the burglar who stole the ent established last year in the elecgold and silver filigree table of the tion of Or. Stone as moderator from
Woman's Board of Trade from the the floor of the assembly, without any
public library. Captain Fornoff Is preliminary electioneering, no regular
inclined to the theory that the table campaigns for the office have been
was stolen by some one who had a inaugurated this year.
The reports of a score or more of
key to the library or access to such
a key and that the theatrical arrange- committees are to be presented to
ment of a candle in the closet, of the assembly, and the members of
table and chair at a window, were these are hard at work today comsimply blinds to confuse those who pleting their labors. These reports
might seek to pursue the thief. Peo- will cover the missionary, education
ple at the Santa Fe club heard a al, publication and other activities
noise and saw a light in the public of the church.
One of the matters that Is expected
library last Friday morning about 1
o'clock while the bloodhounds which to stir up considerable trouble is the
returned about that time from the interpretation of the report of the
hunt of the two convicts that escaped board of home missions presented
from the clay pits barked at a man last year. Advocates of the develop
near the public library, who, accord ment of the churches in the rural dis
ing to a penitentiary guard, cursed the tricts interpret the report as authordogs lu broken English. Captain For- izing the maintenance of the departnoff would not be astonished to find ment of the church and country life
the table hidden in Santa Fe and will as long as there was need of urging
make an effort to recover it.
pastors in coutnry districts to become
closely related to the every day life
Feel Dull and Sluggish? Start Your of the rural districts;" On' the other
Liver to Working!
hand, many hold that the report faIt beats all how quickly Foley Ca- vored the discontinuance of the dethartic Tablets liven your liver, overpartment, that the funds might be uscome constipations-mak- e
you feel
ed in the mining districts of the west
lively and active again. J. L.
Ft. Worth, Texas, says: "My and other sections of the country.
disagreeable symptoms were entirely
Inasmuch as there is a wide diverremoved by the thorough cleansing
sity of opinion concerning the proposCathartic
me."
Tablets
gave
Foley
O. O. Schaefer als, looking toward the efficiency of
They're a wonder.
the home mission board, even among
and Red Cross Drug Store Adv.
the members of the missionary comTALK WEIGHTS AND MEASURES mittees of the presbyteries, it is not
Washington, May 19 The ninth
expected that these will be accepted
conference on 'the weights and without a lengthy controversy.' The
measures of the United States will feeling growing around the matter
meet at the bureau of standards in
intense than has been the case
this city tomorrow for a session of in any other wide question for a numthree days. Weights and measures ber of years.
officials from every section of the
country will be in attendance. When
Trouble
the first conference of the Kind was Helps Kidney and Bladder
Everybody Satisfied
held in 1905 only two. states had
Everywhere Deonln
weights and measures departments. Kidney Pills. &nrt nro aa fcaHafiaji tiifM.
Now twenty-eigh- t
states' are provided urge others to take them also. A, T.
Kelly, Mcintosh, Ala, says: "I recwith such departments. This record ommend
them to all who suffer from
is taken as an Indication of a remark- kidney troubles and
backache, for they
able awakening on the part of the are fine." Best thing you can take
people throughout the country to the for backache, weak back and rheumatism. O. G. KWlftP.fpr nnrl Roil rw,.
necessity of protecting their interests
Drug Store. Adv..
and measures matters.
an-nu-

Scutk&do?"
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be showers
tonight
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WINDOWS

This Week Only

Notice these prices on quality merchandise-f-or
no matter how
the price we keep the quality up to our
U8uaI hich
standard.
We wouldn't sell you inferior merchandise
at any p,,ce.
low we make

For Cash Only
Boy's Knee Pants

One-Ha- lf

Domestics, etc.

Our stock of Boys Suits is unusually completeor was, rather. Take your choice of them,
for exactly half price.

$15.00 and $20.00 Men's
Suits $12.50
We feature "Franker
wool suits at $15 and

yards izy2c Gingham$l.00
16 yards Apron
Gingham$1.00
18 yards
good Unbleached
Muslin .
$1 oo

.

12

yards

12c

Wash Goods

fncy)
all
$20

11.00

65o Embroidered

Flouncing

yard
350
Colored Dress
Linens, yard
20o
60c and 65a Cashmere,
yd . 39c
),

guaranteed for service. You'll
find most any pattern or
style
here you couldl wish.

$1.25 Corsets 69c
A new model "Thomson's

12

35c and 40

35c Lisle Gloves

Glove-Pittin- g

Corset" with three inch,
foust, long kirt, free boning, six
good supporters; made of good
quality coutil, with lace finished top.. Sizes )9 to 30.

27c

Petticoats

$2.00

$1.00

White Waists
83c
$3.50 to $3 Summer Dresses
for
jli89
$1.25 Boudoir Slippers.
GOq

$1.25

$5.oo Grocery Assortment
'

J.

PC

ffs

Ol HlJtUUt

25 pounds Granulated Sugar, 50 pound
Baok u-- s- - HtSh Grade Patent Flour.
10 pounds Pure Lard, 6'Cans Corn, 6
cans Tomatoes 6 bars Ivory Soap,

of the American Road Builders' asso
ciation; Ol M. Hazelwood of Toronto,
Montreal, May 19. Delegates from president of the Canadian Automobile!
all . parts of the Dominion and some
federation, and Colonel W. N. Ponton,
from" the United States were present
president of 'the Ontario Associated
GOOD ROADS CONGRESS

today at the opening of the Canadian
Good Roads congress, meeting under
the joint auispices of the Canadian
Highway association and the Canadian
Automobile Federation. It is the first
large gathering of its kind ever held
in Canada, and the speakers who will
be heard during the five days' session will include the most notable men
of the country who .have taken up
the crusade for good roads.
s
'ihe two main purposes of the
are to decide in what way the
vast sums now cn apporriai'on for
construction a .id improvement of
l.iiihways in the D.' n i:n ion may be
most efficiently expended,- - and to
take steps for the formation of a permanent good roads organization which
will meet periodically in different cities of the country.
In connection with the present gathering there Is a large and comprehensive exhibition of roadmaking materials, roadmaking machinery and other things relating to the construction
and maintenance of model highways.
Each eevning of the congress there
is to be a display of moving pictures
showing the various processes of road
construction.
Sir Francis Langelier, lieutenant-governo-r
of Quebec, presided
opening of the congress today. Prominent among those on the program for
addresses at the several sessions are
W. A. McLean of Toronto, president

Boards of Trade.
Whooping Cough
"About a year ago my three boyg
cough and I found
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the only one that would relieve their coughing and whooping spells, I continued
this treatment and was surprised to
find that it cured the disease in a very
short time," writes Mrs. Archie
Crooksvllle, Ohio. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
had whooping

e,

con-erea-

'

.

at-th-

e

IOWA CONGREGATIONALISTS

Marshalltown, Ia, May 19. Several
hundred delegates were in attendance
here today at the. opening of the seventy-fifth
annual meeting of the Congregational conference of Iowa. The
sessions will continue three days and
will have as speakers Dr. Washington
Gladden of Columbus, President J. H.
T. Main of Grinnell College, Reuben
U Breed of New York, Dr. E. G. Updike of Madison, Wis., and several
other well known lay and clerical leaders of the denomination.
Most Children's Diseases Start With

a Cold
Restlessness, feverishness, an Inflamed thoat and spasmodic cough maybe
whooping cough Is starting in. Give
Foley's Honey and Tar promptly. It
helps the children so very mveh, and
Mrs. Shlpps, Raymondsvllle, Mo., says:
"I got fine results from it and it is a
great medicine for whooping cough."
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.
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B. F. Young, statutory
ors being:
agent, 18 shares; Jk W. Ramage and
Nicolas Zerega, the latter two of El
Paso, one share each.
The A., T; & S. F. Hospital asso
ciation of Kansas filed its statement
with the incorporation
commission,
designating H. L. Waldo as statutory

TEACHERS TO MEET
Albuquerque, N. M., May 19. A call
was issued! from Santa Fe today for a
meeting in Albuquerque a week from
today of the executive committee of
the State Tteachers association, for
the purpose of making arrangements
for the next annual convention of the
association to be held ,in this city.
The convention last fall brought
more than 1,200 teachers to this city
and many more than that number are
looked for next fall. .The executive
committee is empowered to fix dates
of the convention and make general
arrangements. It also will appoint
local committees to take charge of
arrangements here.
SOUTH

CAROLINA;

DEMOCRATS

Columbia, S. C. May 19. Leaders
of the democratic party in South Car.
olina are rounding up here for the
state convention which is to meet
tomorrow. The nrindnal business of
the convention will be; to make the
rules for the general primary nest
August. A candidate for United States
senator is to be selected at the primary. Consequently the action to be
taken by the convention relative to
primary reform is expected to have
an important bearing on the contest
between Senator Ellison D. Smith,
who is a candidate for renomlnation,
and Governor Cole L. Blease, who is
opposing him. '

CAPITAL PAID IN

URPLU
100,000.09

50,BOe.
r--

f. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,
Vice-Preside-

'

"sss

it

.

.

i

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass'L Cash,

JA& VEGAS
INTEREST;PAID ON TIMES DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

C30,C00.00

Office with the San Miguel National, Bank
WM. Q. HATDON.
H. W. KELLY

a

.

...

,
Preildeni
Ylos President

. H08KINI

Truri
Interest PeJd On Deposits
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CORPS

WAR FREE ADVICE

A

TO SICK WOMEN

LEADER

Thousands Have Been Helped
By Common Sense
Suggestions.

IS DODGE
HE 13 STILL ABLE TO DO A HARD
ER DAY'S WORK THAN MANY
MEN
YOUNGER

Women suffering from any form of
female ills are invited to communicate

promptly with the
woman's private
correspondence department of the LyMeddia
icine Co., Lynn,
Mass. Your letter
will be opened, read
and answered by a
woman and held in
strict confidence. A woman can freely
talk of her private illness to a woman ;
thus has been established a confidential
correspondence which has extended over
many years and which has never been
broken. Never have they published a
testimonial or used a letter without the
written consent of the writer, and never
has the Company allowed these confidential letters to get out of their possession, as the hundreds of thousands
v.
of them in their files will attest.
Out of the vast volume of experience
which they have to draw from, it is more
than possible that they possess the very
knowledge needed in your case. Nothing is asked in return except your good
will, and their advice has helped thousands. Surely any woman, rich or poor,
should be glad to take advantage of this
generous offer of assistance. Address
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., (con-

TOTAL ECLIPSE

OF THE
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AUGUST

ON
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ARE TAKING
ASTRONOMERS
GREAT INTEREST IN PHENOMENON OF THE SKY

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. TUESDAY,

MAY 19, 1914.

Recovered from Lung
Trouble-N- ow
Insured
Insurance companies will not accept
ny one affected with Long Trouble.
man who has been
When yoo know
afflicted and who later has been Insured,
such action means that the policy holder
very (rood state of health.
must be in
Case bare been reported when Lng
after
taking P.rkman's AlteraSufferer,
tive, a remedy for Throat and Lung
bave
Troubles,
successfully passed the
medical test of Insurance
companies,
bead this case:
237 Dean Bt.. Brooklyn, N. T.
"Gentlemen: About a year and a half
ago I noticed that my health was rapidly
I was troubled
with
night
failing.
wests, a severe cough snd was very
weak: having, iu fact, absolutely no ambition whatever. About this time I consulted a physician, who told me my lungs
were affected. Not satisfied I went to another doctor, who, after examining me,
said that I was in the first stages of Lung
Trouble. At this point I started to take
Eckman's Alterative. The night sweats
stopped almost Immediately, my cough
became looser and gradually disappeared.
Mr weight Is now 142 pounds and my
physician has pronounced me perfectly
sound which, together with the fact
that I bave Just been accepted by two
different Insurance companies for Insurance, makes me sure of my entire recovery bv Eckmans Alterative."
W. E. GEE.
(Affidav)
(Above abbrevlnted: more on request.)
F.ckman's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat snd Lung Affections.
Bronchitis, Bronchial Asthma. Stubborn
Colds snd in unlitiildlng the system.
Contains no narcotics, poisons or hsblt-formln- g
telling
drugs. Ask for booklet Eckuinu
and write to
of recoveries,
laboratory. Philadelphia. Pa., for evidence. For sale by all leading druggists
and E. O. Murphey and Red Cross

Round Trip Fares to Eastern Points
Tickets on Sale Daily June 1st. to ETO
September 30, 1914
0

Final Return Limit
days Oct 81. 1914

.
$77.80
$86.30
Asbury Park, N. J, Standard Lines
The death of Major General Daniel
Washington. May 19. The eclipse
Differential
$74.80
$82.10
of the sun on August 21 next total
E. Sickles a few days ago leaves sur
N.
Atlantic
Standard
Lines
$84.30
$77.30
City,
J.,
in part of Europe and Asia and par
viving but one civil war' army corps
Differential
$76.90
$82.80
Is
at
America
tial in northeastern
commander, who commanded; during
of
attention
Lines
Standard
$77.30
the
Is
$85.80
Boston,
General
Mass.,
service.
widespread
That
active
Major
tracting
various
Differential 1
astronomers and scientists,
$73.80
$85.80
Grenville Mellen Dodge of Council
r
witness
to
J.
General
Peter
Via Montreal, Quebec
Bluffs, Iowa. Major
expeditions being arranged
$80.30
$85.80
the phenomenon. In view of the pubOsterhaus. who now lives in his na
$69.25
Buffalo, N. Y., Standard Lines
$62.40
lic interest in the event Professor C.
tive Germany, father of the present
Tufferential
$67.30
.$62.40
G. Abbott, head of the astronomical
Kear Admiral Hugo Osterhaus of the
$47.80
Chicago, III., Standard Lines
branch of the Smithsonian institution,
navy, commanded a corps for a. brief
New York, N. Y, Standard Lines
and a recognized authority on solar
,$77.30
time after the close of activities.
1
General Dodge was 83 years old last
Differential $74.30
phenomena, gives the following pop
the
and
the
account
of
eclipse,
ular
April.
,
$67.00
Pittsburgh, Pa., Standard Lines,
Few lives contain more romance
scientific results sought from such
1
Differential
$65.45
and adventure than that of General
events.
company.
1
Drug
Side
ride
to
return
La
from
Denver
Junta
and
$5.50
An August 21, 1914 the moon, will
Dodge. He was born near Dan vers
ride
from
Side
to
Colorado
La
life
return
and
and
Junta
His
earth
..$3.25
12.
J831.
Springs
early
Mass., April
pass exactly between the
the sky has been so carefully search
was one continuous struggle for an
Side ride from La Junta to Pueblo and return
the sun, and there will be a total so- ed that no such objects large enough
$1.95
education. He drove a butcher's cart
lar eclipse. It will not be observed to be worth counting exist
to get through common school, helped
in America except as a small partial
Formerly also It was regarded as
COLORADO POINTS
In his father's book store and was a
eclipse at sunrise in the northern necessary to wait for eclipses and to
and
return
Denver
.
school
$16.60
Rusin
clerk
high
Persia,
during
states and Canada, but
pastofflce
see and study the beautiful
rosy
Colorado Springs and return
$13.70
,
days. He was a student at Norwich
sia and Scandinavia the full effect flames of hydrogen and other gases,
Pueblo and return
$11.90
during the
Bnlv)ersity In Vermont
will be seen.
surround
called prominences, which
the
about
Mexican war, graduating In 1848 as
looks
moon
the
Although
the sun. But these may now be oba civil engineer. He spent an addisame size as the sun, It is very much served at
Mass.
any time by means of a
fidential)
Lynn,
tional year studying military tactics,
smaller andi nearer. The sun is 865,-00- 0 special apparatus. While value of
have
then emigrated to Peru, lit
Every woman ougrht to
miles in diameter and 93,000,000 total eclipses has therefore somewhat
80-paPrior to the civil war the future Lydia E. Pinkham's
D. L.
miles
away, while the moon is 2,163 dimlnshed, there still remain many
Text Book. It is not a book for
miles
239,000
and
general surveyed for railroads and
In
diameter
miles
studies which are confined to them.
distribution, as it is too
traded in Nebraska, then an Indian general
in free and- only away. On account of the moon's
It
expensive.
Astronomers make very careful precoma
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It is the little things that count, and
give the most pleasure in this world.
Small things are not, small if they
yield great results.
'Little Electric Servants," such as
electric irons, stoves, toasters, vacuum
cleaners, curling irons, percolators,
are absolute necessities in the modern
home. They are moderate in initial
cost and cheap to operate.
With electrical appliances you are
minus dust and dirt, flame, fire,
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while the fire kindles. A child can
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Come in and investigate our stock of
electrical appliances, or call at any
electrical Supply dealer. Always
pleased to demonstrate our goods.
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SBbscrl&e tor The Or"
The square deal that the officers J "obey" in the marriage ceremony is
i

TIRE

v

Fair Play for the Jew
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier

raises her voice, calling for help.
who Is trying to make his own
escape, from the revolutionists, in a
palanquin, hears her, and in mocKing
response to her cry for air, .crueuy
applies a torch to the building, leav
ing her trapped amid the surging
rimirin nt nmoke on the upper balcony
with hungry Hons waiting" below.
IJm-balla-

"LOOKOUT" FOR FROM FRYING PAN

OPTIC

Catered at the postoftlce at East
Km Vega. New Mexico for trans- aisaloa through the United State 4
aa aecond class matter.

19, 1914.

MAY
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at the trap, excited to ferocity
scent of human beings.
the
fresh
by
This sensational disappearance natur
ally excited and surprised the vast
assembly, and the scene in the royal
box where ..Umballah. wus presiding
baffled description. At first the dark
prince and his councillors could hard
ly believe their eyes, and thought it
was only a trick of the performers to
temporarily escape the arena Hons.
But they waited . for the return of
the Intrepid Kathlyn and her sister,
in vain, and finally the uproarous
dismissed.
crowd was indlglnantly
Umballah was baffled again truly
puzzled over the surprising situation
when one of his adherents, a native
prince, brought him word that Kath
lyn, her father, Bruce and her sister
were outside the walls This stirred
Umballah to pernicious activity, and
he at once ordered the captain of the
guards to start a detail on the run,
make them prisoners and bring them
all back to the palace.
Fast following their escape, Kath
lyn andi her supporters accepted the
hospitality of Ramabai's home. The
latter had arranged with a prominent
revolutionary leader to finance a
movement against the false and inso
lent rulers of Allaha, particularly
Prince Umballah, who never neglect
ed an opportunity to crush the weak
beneath his heel, and add to the suffering of the peopled The new arrivals are not long learning this ambitious plan and their familiarity with
the methods of Umballah,' and the fact
that they have rapeatedly outwitted
him,, moves naturally1 for their selection in the leadership of the revolution. Quite appropriately it appears
that Kathlyn should elect herself to
lead such a dangerous coup e'dtat.
Her own habiliments might have
marked some feminine weakness that
would have disqualified her for leadership, but happily she finds a suit of
armor in Ramabai's home, dons it,
and" becomes a real Joan of Arc, an
evangel for the new cause of the people. This Amazon wears ancient silver armor, but she has swinging at
her side an automatic gun of the latest design,' which brings her up to
date,' and! which she uses with accur-

clawMng

acy.

.

,

Unable to discover Kathlyn, the
captain the guard returns to Umbal
lah 's palace, and the latter cunning
ly bethinks him of Ramabai's house,
and orders a second expedition. The
captain . the guard, however, unfaith
ful to Umballah, now bargains for
his mercenary services with the revo
lutionists. Just at this time, the pal
anquin from Umballah's palace pass
es with one of his ladies of the harem. She overhears the .plot, orders
her attendants to take her at once
to the palace, Umballah is notified
and immediately prepares a counteraction. He orders the captain of the
guard thown into the lions' pit, offers laree bounties to the soldiers who
remain . loyal, and then by a lucky
stroke captures Bruce, IRamabal and
Colonel Hare. But, he did not count
upon the real leader of the revolution.
Kathlyn, who hurries to the scene of
action leading the charge against
Umballah's dispirited soldiers.

Hampshire . today defended toll exemption of American coastwise' vessels passing through the Panama canal. He said that the $25,000,000 worth
of church property in Washington ex
empted from taxation was as much a
subsidy Is the tolls exemption. To bo
consistent, he said, the democrats
should erect a toll gate at Cape Henry and off Sandy Hook.
"And I might ask, what about the
Subsidy In the naval appropriation
to
bill, which grants free passage
vessels through the Panama canal
enroute to or returning from the Panama Pacific International
exposi
tion?" said the senator.
Senator Gallinger insisted that a
weak retreat, such as proposed from
the nation's attitude on tolls, would
simply be an incentive to Japan to
renew with fresh vigor its claims in
California, " and to other nations to
resurrect old grievances. He said the
tolls question was not arbitrable because of the Interests of third parties.
Senator Burton of Ohio declared
the diplomatic policy of the United
States In recent times in favor of
equality for all nations positively forbade the discrimination in favor of
American vessels by tolls exemption
at the Panama canal. The senator
said the United States had stood for
the open door policy as distinguished
from discriminations in China and
had insisted on artificial waterways
along the Canadian border (being used on equal terms. He said it was
too late now for the United States to
change Its policy for its own benefit

TEDDY GETS RACK

FRO!tI!ITRIP ARROAD
"

-

WILL ARRIVE IN OYSTER BAY
. THIS EVENING AND BE GREETED BY HIS HOMEFOLK

Kathlyn .fills her followers with confi- JaJei-fhip.
and they fin
ally, fight th 'r.wav into the very pal
ace of Umbal.ah.
Then the revolu
tionists release the captain of the
guard from the lions' pit, but fail to
secure the keeper, who, in turn, opens
the door and drives his lions scurry
ing through the palace. A native slave
warns Kathlyn and her party of this
new danger confronting them. During
the scramble to get away, Kathlyn
becomes - separated, from her father
and Bruce, and they, having in the In
terim accidentally gained their own
freedom, start out to search for her.
In the meantime, Katlilyn has been
trailed- by a huge and hungry lion,
and darts Into a seemingly vacant
house where she finds other lions se
questered.-- She rushes up to the top
balcony of this villa, and helpless to
extricate hersell from the dilemma

, . ,

This year we have more presents suitable
the boys than ever before,

hr

And lor the girls you can always find some'
thing to please them
(

AT

TAUPERT 'S
Have you seen the new Leather Novelties?

J

been a parade tonight, but the deois- ion to bring the Colonel by yacht putj
these plans awry.
Now It Is planned to have Mr.
Roosevelt dine quietly with his family
at Sagamore Hill tonight, if toe feels
well enough, and tomorrow go down
to the village. Then the villagers
hope he will make a brief address.

material
trong '

setback.

to

The

close

was

net

high-

V&QVA cents

er

Corn ascended with wheat. Fine
weather and easier cables were igcent off to k
nored. Prices opened
cent up and then made an advance
all around. The close was firm
cent above last night
to
Firmness of other grain influenced
oats as also did the fact that a certain cargo here had failed to reach
contract grade. x
Provisions ruled steady 'with hogs
but trade was meager. The closing
quotations were as follows:
Wheat, May 97; July 88.
;
Corn, May 69; July 67.
July 39.
Oats, May
Pork, July $20.02; Sept $20.02.
Lard, July $10.15; Sept. $10.30.
Ribs, July $11.35; Sept $11.45.
;

',

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 19. The market

closed strong today.

Initial firmness

of the market was partly offset later
inby various unfavorable influences,
weather
pessireports,
poor
cluding

mism in high business circles and
stiffening of money rates. Chesapeake and Ohio recovered all its loss
and prices in the main showed fractional changes. The last sales were:
734
Amalgamated Copper
105
American Sugar
96
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK:
Atchison .
166
Kansas
City, May 19. Hogs,
Reading
to
93
15,000. Market steady
Southern Pacific
158
Union Pacific
strong. Bulk $S.20 8. 45; heavy $8.40
634
United States Steel
8.50; packers and butchers $8.35
110
United States Steel, pfd
8.47; lights $8.258.40; pigs $7.50

40;

New York,
May 19. From the
steamship Aidan, near this port ;with
Theodore Roosevelt aboard, came 3 a
wireless message during the forenoon,
saying that Colonel Roosevelt's health
was greatly, improved and that with
in a short time he would deliver a
lecture on his explorations in Brazil
before the American Geographical so
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
ciety at Washington. The Aldan, it
was reckoned would quarantine about
Chicago, May 19. Uneasiness over
4 p. m. There a tug was waiting to crop damage from Hessian fly carried
the wheat market today sharply hightake the colonel to Oyster Bay.
er. It was conceded that the loss cer-"
Jtfcllnly bmotunted "jto
many million
Villagers Plan Reception
N.
and
19.
At
the bushels,
there, jeemed no telling
Oyster Bay,
T., May
request of Mrs. Roosevelt the plans what the final outcome would be. Pit
of the villagers of Oyster Bay to weU offerings were light and buying orders
come their townsman, Theodore the rule. Quotations, which started
cent
Aoosevelt, have been postponed for the same as last night to
at least 24 hours. There was to have higher, continued to rise without any

.'re-ceipt- s

...........

.

ETAMLNES

,

;

8.

Cattle, receipts 7.000. Market steady. Prime fed steers $8.809.O5;
dressed beef steers $7.508.40 west
ern steers $7.258.65; southern
steers $6.508.25; cows $4.507.75;
heifers $6.758.75; stackers
$6.758.25; calves $6.50
10.50.
Sheep, receipts 9,000. Market 10 to
Lambs $79.50;
15 cents higher.
yearlins" $5'.757;' wethers $5.50Q
6.50f ewes $55.75.
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NUB CREPONS

Second Reel
The imposing Amazonian figure of
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PROVE A REVEL ATION TO YOU

.

UyE suggest an early call to our show roomas weoffeature
which
fir many Imported Novelties at popular prices,

.there is only a limited quantity and they cannot be had
SEE OUR TUB WASH FROCKS.

elsewhere.
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POPULAR
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SEATS AT MURPHEM'S
PERSONALS

otliQ

.
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r

bill.

....
House: Met at noon.
Rules committee agreed on, total
of 32 hours' general debate on the
anti-truprogram with night sessions
and the meeting hour advanced to 11
' '
'
a. m.
anti-truproDebate begun on
' '
gram,
continued
committee
Education
hearing on project for national censorship of moving picture films.
Judiciary committee received anClayton
nouncement fhaVCbaJrinan
would retire' thfcweefi Ho? become federal judge In Alabama. Representative Webber of North Carolina is to
h fad the committee.
,

st

st

;

1

A CRAZY

EaltImore,

.

May

STUNT
19.

G.

Howell

a eodal leader In OBalUmore
who started1 at 7:45 o'clock last evenPan

LUMBER" YARDS "BURNED .
Iron River, Wis., May 19. The ex

tensive lumber yards and mills near
Iron River,' Wis., have been destroyed
at a loss' of close to half a million
Shore
dollars. Bridges on
railroad were destroyed today by for
est fires. - Only a change In the wind
or rain can prevent damage amount
'
ing to millions.
the-Sout-

SLIDE ON HIGHWAY
Santa Fe, May 19. State Engineer

James iA. French yesterday received
a ' telegram from the road board of
Colfax, county, urging him., to. rush a
competent engineer to the Bcenic high
way over the Raton pass at once as
a landslide caused, bx recent heavy
rains had taken 200 feet "of the re
taining wall on Eight Mile hill and be
sides made 50 more feet of road, tm
pasawe. it is proposed to survey a
o
new route for this stretch of El
Real. Engineer J. W. Johnson
left for Raton this morning in response to the summons. .

ing to roll from the Elks Ridge Kennel
club to University Parkway a distance of about three miles, completed
"his task at 11:20 a. m. today. He
performed the feat on a wager and
ffalshed In good condition. For more
EAGLES FROM EIGHT STATES
Charlotte.' NL C May 19. A (treat
than 15 hours, with, frequent intervals
of rest, Mr. Parr, dressed in a football band of Eagles, nearly 3,000 in numButt, turned over and over on Mb ber, flocked to Charlotte today and
hands and knees the entire distance, will continue to make this city their
Ca-min-

up hill and down, through mud and roosting place until next Friday. The
over etones, without once rising to occasioa of the gathering is the annu
Tiis feet until the end.
al southeastern district convention of
the Fraternal Order of Eagles. RepCOURT MARTIALS DELAYED
resented at the convention 'are- the
19.
marThe
court
Denver, May
lodges of the order throughout 'Vir
tial which Is trying Major Patrick J. ginia, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississip
Hamrock on charges of arson, mur-- pi, Florida, Georgia and the Carohnas.

PP

U

V

CHAVEMILBANE

ANNUAL HIGH SCHOOL PLAY

THURSDAY NIGHT
Will Keep your Accounts Straight

A bank check Is the way to pay your bills, because then yoo have a check on each MIL It Is
easy to
keep your accounts straight when you have your money in the bank, because the bank keeps your ac
counts straight for you and saves you many hour of work and worry, start a bank account with us, and
you win see the convenience and afterwards, the absolute NECESSITY of having a bank account
DO YOUR BANKING WITH US
We pay four per cent Interest en Time Deposits and
TWO PER CENT ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS

CLASSY
FANS
DENVER
EXPECT
GOOD
BATTLE WHEN TWO FAST '
BANTAMWEIGHTS
MEET

PEOPLES BANK

,

May 19- Indications point
to a banner crowd tor the Kilbane.
Chavez fight at the 6tadium May 29
and one which the dignity of a cham
pionship event will place above the
ordinary run of fans and ring birds
inasmuch as the attendance at this
affair will embrace business men and
conservative members of society who
wllr go to witness a scientific contest
in which a world's title is Involved
in the making and breaking.
There is always the spice of good
sport back of an event of the Importance in the sporting world thtB battle
will be, as it is one that promoters
any place- In1 the country would go a
long way to stage as being certain of
drawing enough appreciation through
the box office to make it a paying
venture.
Championship events are very
scarce at present owing for one thing
to the shortage of these superior
birds, there being only three real title
holders in the country and therefore
promoters find it a hard matter to
stage a fistic event where a champion
figures as one of the principals.
Ritchie, Kilbane and Johhny Coulon
are the only genuine undisputed title
holders on this side of the pond and
as such are always besieged with offers from contenders and near chamDenver,

..

pions.

i.

Johnny Corbett, in landing a
bout for Denver, has succeeded
In accomplishing a feat of matchmaking they will be the envy of every
club in the country.
The coming match, therefore, at the
stadium takes on a substantial form,
as it has the backing behind It of
legitimate, procedure in boxing ethics,
which makes qt lta' classic event and
rates it la ring Statistics as a bona
fide championship battle..
The principals, Kilbane and Chavez,
will ienter the ring ready to do battle
for the one object In every fighter's
ring career, that is, the title and the
prestige that goes with it, one to defend and the ether to gain by assault,
and as both have the samie object In
view I am sure there will be several
warm session pulled off before the
final gong rings in a new champion
or rings the old one back on the Job
again.
Chavez is training hard for the bout
and as he already has an awful
punch for a little fellow, it remains
for him to slip It through KUbantfs
defense, which is no soft snap, as
Johnny is pretty well up on that stunt
himself and moves awful quick any
time he locates a spot his mitt will
fit Into, and he can find openings
about as quick as a squirrel ca nuts.
'

.

BALL PLAYERS ASKED

Edward Knoblauch, author of "Kis
TO TAKEG00D HEED
met" and part author of "Milestones,"
a
new
which
has written
bears
play
the title of "My Lady's Dress."
THEY ARE EXPECTED JO BE AT
Jane Cowl has been selected to play . COMMERCIAL CLUB ROOMS
TOMORROW EVENING
Dodo, the heroine, of "The Salaman
der," dramatized from his own novel
by Owen Johnson for Selwyn and .All 'the baseball players in the city
are urged to be at the meeting that Is
Company.
to be held tomorrow night for the
final settlement of the baseball question In Las Vegas. The meeting will
TRAVERS' VICTOR BEATEN
19.
A.
begin at 8 o'clock at the Commercial
Charles
Sandwich, May
Palmer, whose victory; b'vef Jerome club rooms and everybody Is request
Travers, the American amateur cham- ed to be prompt
A proposition has Deen made for
pion, was the sensation of the first
r
team
formation of ' an
round, was defeated today by his th
for
will
be
trbm
Las
open
Vegas"that
the
nineteenth
at
clubmate, F.,Cj Carr,
ail contests. ThtftealnVfr formed, wfll
,
UV4U,
Charles W. Evans, Jn won by two consist of players from "the present
up and one to play In his match in East and West side organizations, arid
the second round against Carl Broth-- should be a winner.
With the addition of Pete Salazar
erton of Handsworth.
to
was
the pitching staff of the East side
Frazer Hale
defeated, four up
and three to play, by Ivo Whitton, team, which now I a heavy squad,
open champion of Australia 1912 and and with several other of the West
side hoys lined up with the best of
1913.
The match between Evans and the Fast side, a team could be form--;
id easily make a rccordl
that
Broth erton attracted a great gather
ing of spectators and the coast guards for thia city.
All members of both teams and ail
holding the people back with, ropes
at times had difficulry In keeping the fans Interested are Invited to be pres,
ent tomorrow might when tho matter
,
greens clear.
There seemed to be no more popu will he threshed out'
lar golfers on the course " than the
FIGHTS SCHEDULED TONIGHT
smiling Chicago player. The putting
of both was indifferent.
Ti,nnr Dundee vs. "Knockout"
Brown, 10 rounds at New York.
Sam'Langford vs. Battling Johnson,
Subscribe for The Cptlc.
12 rounds at Boston.
.

all-sta-

'

'
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TRUST CO.

Capital and Surplus $122,747.00

-

edy.

-

GET YOURS NOW

Put Your'Money in our Bank and we

Ill T WILL BE

,
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GOING FAST

AN IMPORTANT RULING
der, manslaughter and larceny marked time' today waiting on witnesses
Santa Fe,' May" 19. Federal Judge
from the' Trinidad district Disar W. H. Pope today decided an imporranged train service, due to washouts tant question of jurisdiction as to Inon the Denver and Rio Grande and the dian lands when he overruled the de
Santa Fe, delayed their arrival and murrers of the defendants In the murIn
is
J. E. Hope of Denver, Colo.,
there were no witnesses on hand der cases of the United States vs.
Las Vegas tor an extended stay.
when the court martial convened to Alexander Robinson and San Juan
was
A. E. Berry of. Boston, Mass.,
Garcia, charged with having committo- day.
Las
Vegas
in
visitor
a commercial
The hope was expressed by Colonel ted murder on an Indian 'reservation.
day.
of the trib- The ruling houds that all lands IncludW. A. Davis, president
W, E. Walker of Phoenix, Ariz.,
of
the
that
testimony ed In parents to the Pueblos are Intaking
unal,
busicame In last night for a short
dian lands..
could be resumed late today.
ness visit.
F. J. Holmes of San Franoisco,
Calif., was a business visitor In Las
GEORGIA JUBILEE AT MACON
WILLIAMS PREDICTS
Vegas today.
.Macon,
Ga.,, May 19. The great
J. M. Igoe of Chicago arrived in the
carnival and celebra
Jubilee
Georgia
here
a
short
for
stay
city last night
GREAT LOSS OF LIFE tion, for which preparations have been
on business.
making for nearly a year, was formal
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Maurice of
ly opened this morning when Mayor
a
for
In
came
last
night
Sapello
THE SENATOR SAYS WAR WITH Bridges Smith surrendered the keys
"short visit.
MEXICO WOULD COST 200,000
of the city to Prince Prosperity at the
Captain W. B. Brunton of Shoema
AMERICAN LIVES
municipal building. The feature of the
ker came In this afternoon for a short
afternoon program was an automobile
visit.
business
Washington, May 9. The senate floral parade. The celebration will
'
G. E. Vtckers of Dallas, Tex., artoday was enlivened over a phase of continue three idays. Secretary of
rived in the city last night for a short the Mexican situation. Senator John
State Bryan has promised to come to
business visit.
Williams aroused his colleagues Macon and deliver an address If his
Sharp
in
came
D. 'J. Cassidy, Jr., of Mora
when he read a letter from "a gentle- official duties will permit him to
last night for a few days' business vis man In the government service at leave
Washington.
it In this city.
Vera Cruz," whose signature he tore
'
came
in
Tucumcarl
of
O. C. Ford
away froift. thommunicj.tion. The
lant night for a Jiriet Vuslness visit In writer dwSared "ther'nolslest thing In
ths city JBti his way home from Ra Mexico l8i the American dollar" and
ton.
predicted that,;, it would cost 200,003
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
Mrs. George Selover and children lives and five billion dollars to "take
will leave tonight for Troplco, Calif. Mexico and hold the Mexicans in subwhere they will spend two or more
jection."
Henry E. Dixey Is again in vaude'
months.
a great deal better," ville.
be
would
"It
F. A. Hill, a special officer for the
continues the letter, "If the Uni
Arthur Deagon has been added to
Santa Fe Railway company, came In ted States were to bear the loss of
cast of "Ziegfield's Folites."
the
this afternoon from Albuquerque for those who" have come down here to
Connor's novel, "'"The Sky
Ralph
visit.
a short business
take a gambler's chance and send Pilot," Is soon to toe dramatized.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Kirkendale of
them out of the country than to go to
Miss Constance Collier Is to appear
Philadelphia, Pa., arrived in the city war with Mexico for purposes of conwith '&ir Herbert Tree in London.
for
will
here
remain
and
last night
quest."
Blanche Bates denies the rumors
some time as visitors.
Senator Borah, insisted that Senator that she Intends to leave the stage.
for
A.
assistant
F.
manager
Burton,
Williams reveal the name of the govMargaret Illngton wllk be started
the Eaton Milling and Elevator com- ernment official who wrote the letter.
next season In "Within the
asaln
business
was
a
pany of Eaton, Colo.,
The Mississippi senator refused to di Law."
Visitor in the city today.
vulge It, however, stating that he had
Gertrude Coghlan has been engaged
Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., and her
firieno.fi In
the writer's for the cast of "The Call of Youth.
for
afternoon
this
left
Waldo,
eon,
judgment."
Hazel Dawn, of "Pink Lady" fame,
Kansas City, Mo., where they will reSenator Gallinger declared he had
to star dn a new musical comedy
is
time
main for a short
visiting.
letter which he would put In the rec next fall.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Lowe, Mrs. C. M.
ord showing an opposite condition In
Selwyn and Company have acquir
Bayle, Mr. and Mrs. U. W. Johnson Mexico.
ed the rights to Owen Johnson's dra
and Noel Sperry, all of Raton, arriv.
Robert J, Kerr, who was civil gover matization of "The Salamander."
ed In the city last night In. an auto- nor at Vera
Cruz for a brief period
Miss Pauline Frederick and the vet
mobile for a short visit.
to see President eran Uames O'Neill are to be in the
effort
a
vain
made
H. L. Galles, connected with the
Wilson today. He left Washington cast of "Joseph and His Brethren"
Haynes Automobile company of Albu- in
'
angry mood, complaining that he next season.
querque, rove In yesterday evening
no opportunity
had
been
given
has obtained the
Frohman
Charles
busia
short
Duke
from the
City for
what he knows American rights to "Sybil," a new
tell the president
ness visit on his way to Raton'.
and musical
about the Mexican situation
comedy reecntly produced In
George H. KinkeL local agent for
would
expohave
he
that
promising
Budapest.
the New York Life Insurance comsures to make when he reached his
Arthur Bourchier opened this year's
pany, left Sunday evening for Den- home in
Chicago.
Shakespeare's festival at Stratford-on- ver and points In Kansas where he
Avon with "The Merchant of Venice."
will 'be on business for a short time.
The Shuberts' production of "The
Luis Cordova, brother of Nick
DEATH ENDS HONEYMOON
Girl from Bond Street," In London
on
Married
19,
dova, arrived in Las Vegas last night
Colo.,
Pueblo,
May
from Lai Junta and will remain here. a cot In a local hospital last Thurs will be made with an
He will enter the employ of Charles day to Mrs. Effie P. Amos, to whom cast headed toy Sam Bernard.
"Money Mania' by Max Marcin,
Greenclay in the new establishment he had long been engaged, Henry J
that Is. to be opened soon on bridge Johnson a prominent contractor here, is to have an experimental producRochester
street. :
died last night. When doctors had tion by a stock company "rIn',
J"
June.
the
of
latter
part
abandoned all hope of curing Johnson,
The Shuberts have purchased the
he prevailed upon his fiancee to mar- American
and English rights to a new
rv him at death's door. A minister
TODAY IN CONGRESS
was rushed to the hospital in an au Austrian farce, "Papa's Baby," by the
tomobile and performed the ceremony, authors of the "Blue. Mouse."
Georgia Caiue, who has been play
with attendants of the institution as
ing in "Adele," will desert musical
.V
Washington, May 19. Senate: Met witnesses
,.
comedy at the end of this season and
at noon.fr
3
:jv
appear next year in a straight com
Debate resumed on Panama exemp'
.
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

National League
At Pittsburgh
R, H. E.
Boston
4 9 1
1 6 1
Pittsburgh Batteries: James and Gowdy;
Adams, McQuillan and Gibson, Cole
man,

SWASTIKA COAL
iMi
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
D. IV. C QUO OH

At Chicago
R.H.E.
2 3 2
Philadelphia
4 7 1
Chicago '
Batteries:
Marshall and Dooin;
Vaughn and Bresnahan,

been changed by the transfer ol the
clubs In Lone Branch.
N. J., and
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
Kingston, N. M., to Newark and
Bloomflel
The pres.v,
respectively.
At Cincinnati r
R.H.E.
ent
Newark team, which won the pen(
6 6 1
New York -- i.,.
National ; League
nant for Long Branch hist year, has
10 13 5
Cincinnati W. 1
Pet the distinction of being the only proBatteries: Demaree, Wiltse, Schan-e- r
.652 fessional team in the country com...,. 15
'
and' - Meyers, McLean; Douglas, Pittsburgh.
.600
12
8
New York
posed wholly of Cuban players. In
Ylngllrig, Benton and Clark.
.593 the
Cincinnati
..16 11
opening games tomorrow Newark
.524 will
10
11
Brooklyn
'
play at Bloomfleld, Danbury at
B.
At St- Louis.
iR.
.524 Perth Amboy,
.
...11 10
Newburg at Mlddletown
4 2 Philadelphia
-- 0
Brooklyn .483 and
15
Louis
St
.....14
at Paterson.
Poughkeepsle
U----8
1
3
St. Louis
.......11 16 .407
Batteries:
Reulhbach, Ragan and Chicago
.200
4
16
Boston
Miller; Salee and Snyder.
.

,

.8

I

a

..i

-J-

American League ,,
W, ,, L. ,tjPct
.Kin

American League
R. H. E.
At New York
,
4 10
St. Louis
2 5
New York
Batteries: James,- - Baumgardner
and Agnew, Crossin; MoHale and
Nunamaker.

Detroit . . . ..........19
S
11 .
Philadelphia
.11
Washington .
13
St Louis ..
1
New York
f 12
Boston . , . , ,
..UL,j.(, 2.
;., 11 18
R.H.B. Chicago . .
1 4 0 Cleveland

At Philadelphia
Chicago
6
-- 3
Philadelphia . -- - -- Batteries: Russell and Schalk; Ben
der and Schang.

R. H. E.
At Washington
2
4 .2
Cleveland
3 6 2
Washington Batteries: Hagerman, James, Mit
chell and Oa risen; Ayres and Henry).

At Boston
Boston '
Detroit
J.

,

,

--

Batteries: Foster and
Main, Cavet and Stanage,

:r,x ;!;; Federal
-

R. H. E.
2 7 0
0 2 1

Thomas;

League
R. H. E.

At Pittsburgh
Chicago
Pittsburgh

R.H.E.

3

2

2

6
4

1

Batteries:
Qulnn and Russell;
Stone, Hennlng and Easterly.
9 15 0
4 8 1

and Wilson;
Walker, Adams and Berry.

Batteries:

McGuIre

At Brooklyn
Brooklyn ,
Indianapolis -

.

..,..,H

R.H.E.
9 11
6 11

--

,

Pet

.700
Baltimore . 4..u.'ittv-'-.577
St Louis .......uu...l5 U
538
Chicago , ...;..(ii;U4nil2
.526
v.-.- .
10v:h
Brooklyn .
11
.600
Indianapolis . .......11
.455
Buffalo
....10 12
16 s .407
Kansas Clty
11
.320
8
17
Pittsburgh
.

.,

'

1

"

1
7

j

-

-

Anderson
Groom and Hartley- -

3
6

and

POJOAQUE

Santa Fe, May

GOES DRY

The local op
tion election today at Pojoaque, north
"W.
I
Pet ern Santa Fe county, is reported to
Denver i ............17 ' 10
,630 have resulted in a
decked victory for
.600 tne
St. Joseph .
.15 10
prohibitionists, thus making the
12 . .571 third Spanish-America- n
16
Sioux City
precinct in
Des Moines
12
.638 Santa Fe
14
county to go dry, reecntly.
Wichita
..A... 12 ' 15 .444 the other two being Galisteo and
.429
16
.12
Lincoln
being three victories out of
.400 three elections for the
Omaha . ...... !':!.... 10 ' 15
drys.
.393
11 'nl7
Topeka
ILLINOIS RED MEN MEET
ATLANTIC LEAGUE OPENS
Springfield, HI., May 19. All trail
Newark, N. J May 19. The Atlan for Illinois Red Men led today to this
tic baseball league, which was known city, the occasion being the thirty-sevenlast year as the New York and New
annual meeting of the;'great
Jersey league, has completed all ar council of thw order: The sessions;
rangements for the opening Of its sec which will continue several daycare
ond season tomorrow. Since the being held in representatives'- - ha!! ot
close of last season the circuit has the state capitot
Western League

19.

Glo-riet- a,

th

BUY TRUNK AND BAG AT

5
2

J!i2Jn

Western League
"
T'
' R.H.E.
At Lincoln
4 8 3
Lincoln - .
2
-- 5 "6
Sioux city
'
Batteries: Jordan and Meyer; Ho-gaand Crisp.
''

R. H. E.
2 10 2
0 6 0

---

and Spahr;

'

At Des Moines
Des Moines
1
Topeka
Batteries: Laf forty and Haley;
and McAllister.
.

8
5

A good Metal Covered Trunk, Brass Lockets
$1.98
A larger heet steel covered Trunk, bdund, brass corners, etcS2.9S
TheAgama .fcjn4 f Trunk, still larger i
"'Metal oavered Trunk, iron bound iwith large1 ead die naUsv
-- r,
-strapped
.MtujJ..- l..JlLm.r.-.iii.4.9- S
Canvaa covered Trunk, bound, slats top: and around
$5.90
The same kind of Trunk, larger
.
$6.90
Canvas covered Trunk, brass corners and clambs, hardwood slats$8.90
Good Steamer Trunks, $5.90, $7.90 and
$9.90
U.ii'-Jl.;1.rutl.-iiJiiJ3.-

.

93

ft

:

.;.

ADDING

TO YOUR VACATION'S PLEASURE

.;.

'

Suit Case
i!:
A better one -...
Imitation Alligator Case
Imitation Alligator Case, leather straps in and out
Brown smooth Fibre Case, good straps
Good Keratol Case, straps all around A good Leather Case, eteeL frame, cloth lined
Good Cowhide Case, heavy corners, straps
C3ut Bags at proportionate prices, up from. .
1

SSo

26-in-

R.H.E.

.

RIGHT PRICES

Blair;

"

'

At Omaha.
Denver - -1- 'Omaha
Zamloch
Batteries:
Willis and Sheetak.

f
J

7

I

(mi

R.HLB.

Batteries:

j

'

--

7
9

1

1

Mc-Gra-

'

R.H.E.
At St Joseph
4 9 1
Wichita
18 18 2
St Joseph
Batteries: Clark and Graham; Ster-71and Schang. '
1-

.

.

.

$1.25
$L69
$1.98

--

.

.

.$2.49
$2.B8
$3.9S
$4.98

93o

'-I

1

Subscribe lor The Optra.

j

'

,

At Buffalo
Buffalo
St Louis

!:

.478
.379

Federal League :;r
;
') ' , W.

Sommers, Seaton and
Land; Mullin, Billard and Wanen.

Batteries;

American League
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St Louis at New York.
Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at Washington.
National League
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Boston at Pittsburgh.
New York at Cincinnati.
Tf
Brooklyn at St Louis,
Federal League
Chicago at Pittsburgh,
Kansas City at Baltimore.
St. Louis at Buffalo.
Indianapolis at Brooklyn.

.560
.500
.478

-

At Baltimore
Baltimore
i
Katlsaa City 1

-

today'sIbaseball

.679

ON THE
PLAZA
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It Will Be
Done Quickly and
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NATION

SAVERS

OF

n the Matter of Thrift the United
States Is Far Behind European

V

N

V

V

V-

-

W-- '

'

V'

V

K--

S

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BIST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

CH

'4

Countries.

A table prepared by Dr. Henry 8.
Williams for Moody's Magazine places
the United States at the bottom of a
list of 15 countries as a nation of sav
ers. The comparison Is on the number of savings bank depositors per
thousand of population and ranges
from 654 In Switzerland to 99 In this
country. Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Belgium and New Zealand follow the
Swiss. France leads the big nations,
then come Holland, Germany, England, Australia, Japan and Italy.
Our 10.800,000 depositors, with their
$4,728,000,000 deposits, or almost $440
per depositor, may be contrasted with
Germany's 22,500,000 depositors with
but $4,942,000,000, or only $189 per
head. The United Kingdom has almost 15,000,000 depositors, but only a
France has
little over $1,250,000,000.
nearly as many depositors with a couple of hundred millions less, but this
takes no account of the Investments
of French thrift. Russia has 8,000,000
depositors, but only $800,000,000 between them. Austria has 6,500,000,
with about the same amount as Great
Britain. Italy has as many depositors
more
as Russia, but with
deposits, Japan has about 20,000,000
depositors, but they do no average $9.
The savings habit, it can be seen, is
very much more general abroad where
the opportunity is very much less,
Three-fourth-s
of our saving is being
done in the New England and Eastern
States. Then come the Middle West,
the Pacific Coast, the South and the
Western States.

MOT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

-

COLUMN
RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER
'

TISEMENTS

cent per fin tach Insertion.
Estimate lx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy let ipaco than two
All
llnca
advertisements charged
will be booked at apac actually sat
without regard to number of word.
Cash In advlnco preferred.
Five

one-fourt- h

OPTIC'S NUMBER.

MAIM

ft

For Sale
HOUSEHOLD

goods of all kinds:
nothing but the best high grade
furniture.
909
Harry
Wenger,
Seventh street

Hopf violin, a bargafn;
large wardrobe, dresser, gasoline
stove, other furniture. Call after
6 p. m. at 810 Douglas' avenue.

FOR SALE One small safe, cheap.
Apply I. & A. Corporation.

'

h

BABY CHICKS Rhode Island Reds
and Ba.rred Rocks 10c. Safe deliv
ery guaranteed. Mrs. George Tudor,

uh-kaz- e

Osage City, Kansas.
BUFF ROCK CHICKENS $10.
50, $5.50; 25, $3.00.
Cash with or

der.
Will treat you right
Mrs.
Maggie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kans

Wanted

h

uh-kaz- e

WANTED A girl for general house
work. Apply 322 Grand Avenue.

h

star.

WANTED

Experienced cook. Apply
Eighth street.

Profitable Maine Industry.
Annually about fifteen thousand
WANTED Reliable girl for general pounds of spruce gum are gathered In
Maine, and practically all of the crop is
housework. 725 Sixth street.
harvested in March. Gum Dickers earn
from one to six dollars a day, and as
tne crop never rails they do fairly well
The Maine crop is larger than all the
other states combined produce. Th
picker wears steel climbing spurs
FOR . RENT One room furnished gum
on his boots and In his belt he carries
house; $5 month. Phone Main 351, a light hatchet. Strapped to his waist
Is a bag with a wide mouth for the re
FOR RENT Two light housekeeping ception of the gum. Climbing a tree.
rooms. Inquire 414 Seventh street. tne picker proceeds from limb to limb
chipping off the lumps of gum as he
FOR RENT Modern furnished house nnds them, until he reaches the top
Most of the gum is caught in the wide
for the eummer; terms reasonable.
open
bag as it falls from the tree
918 Fourth street
while all that goes to the ground
stands out In such relief upon the snow
FOR RENT Suite of rooms In mod- that It Is easily picked up.
em home, also single room; cannot
Just Had to Lav.
rent to consumptives. 1034 Eighth
A quaint little story ie told of the
street. Phone Main 608.
early days of Miss Inez Milholland.
"the most beautiful suffragette In
America," as she has been called.
According to her father, It seems
mat even as a baby she was very
strong-willeOne day her nurse
LOST Wallet with name C. J. Dean
came in despair to Mrs. Milholland
Return to W. M. ShilUnglaw.
and announced that she had found
Ines on the top of a haystack and
that the child flatly refused to coma
How'a This
down.
We offer One Hundred Dollars ReMrs. Milholland sallied forth to see
wanl for any case of Catarrh that can
not be cured by Halls t&tarrh Cure what she could do in the matter, but
V. .T. (THKM1JV Xr CO.. Tolfiiln n all her coaxing was in vain.
To her mother's entreaties Inez re
We, the undersigned, have known
"There's a nasty old
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and plied, firmly:
believe him perfectly honorable In all hen up here that won t lay her eggs
business transactions and financially and I'm going to make her do it!"
able to carry out any obligations made
hv his firm.
Knots In Harness.
To loosen knots In harness, straps,
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
Toieao, o.
cords, ropes, or even shoe
Hall's ritarrK fnrA dfl taken Intr. hammer the knot on all sides strings
with a
nallv. fWInc riinv4,iv noon the blood mallet or a
of wood, turning
piece
and mucous surfaces of the system. the
strap or rope around, then dip in
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
boiling water, holding it there a min
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
or two, according to size of knot
Take Hall's Family Fills for consti ute
to be loosened. Before doing so add
Adv.
pation.
a little soap to the water, then with
a sharply pointed Instrument pick the
knot loose. It can often be done with
Relieve Bladder Distress and
the fingers. Knots that have been
Weaknes
pulled In harness or ropes for months
Irregular, painful bladder weaknesses or years can be loosened readily.
disappear when the kidneys are strong
and healthfully active. Take Foley
Game of Chanea.
Kdiney Pills for that Darning, scald
"There is nothing more uncertain
sensation-Irregulaactionpainful
log
man a norse race," exclaimed the man
heavy, sore feeling and bladder distress. You will like their tonio res with a tendency to talk loud.
And the melancholy friend re
torative effect the relief from pain
quick good results. Contain no sponded:
"You never worked in a meteoro
harmful drugs. Trv them-- O. U
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
logical office, did you?"

For Rent

Reg-Lsil-

f9lfi

Tuwe-V-"
conclave
say la each meat at Ma-sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
M. Smith, E.
C; Chaa. Tamme, Re
corder.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

CHATtR
MASONS

Regular
East Bound
Monday In
Arrive
at Masonic
Depart
i ? Temple at 7:0 a m. p, No. I.... 7:20 p. m..... 7:45 . aw
A, Brinegar.
11:61 p. a
P.; F. O. No. 4. ...11:54 p. m
No. 8.... 2:25 a. m
' Blooi, Secretary.
2:39 a. av
No. II.... 1:35 p. m
J:0 a. av
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAft I nr
West Bound
I. Meet
.'
,
everr MnnH,.
Arrive
Depart
oTouuig ai
their hall on Sixth streetj All
No. 1.... 1:10 p. in..... 1:3S f.
visiting
u"'uuou wroiaiiy invite to attend. No. I.... 6:35 a. m
6:4t a. ft

Adv.

y

V

a

7....

No.

G.: T M Tr!iAn,t

o

n v

I....

. No.

j.

tij

4:20 p. m...., 4:31 a.
7:0S a.
6:35 p. m

.
Bouvua ana
.i.
Aran In tr sv
viu vi vavni.
montH Elks" hnmAw at. Vinfi.
va, uum BUI

Tuesdar

-

a

For YOU!

and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Wm.
Spring- w, fallen nuier; u. w. Condon.

a

This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR- ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meet In
O. R.
hall, Douglas avenue, on the

-i-

a

f you use

EMPRESS

first and third Tuesdays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Free.
man, President; Miss Cora
Montague,
financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue? 7 W
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
bixth street, East Las Vegas, N M.

FLOUR
It

Meets eeoond and
evening each
month at W. O. V
hall. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
DavH, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.

II

Thursday

giving you

a present for doing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much

L. O. O. MOOSE

fourth

aw

r.

,

ciifo
-

P. O.

fourth

BefcrEMPRESS
FLOUR really it.

.

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
Ml
I. O. of B. B. Meets
trat Tuea-da-

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

every
of the month In the vestry rooms
uf Temple Montefiore at S o'clock a
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially In
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
Greenolay, Secretary.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S

JV

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Btewart,
Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy.
Montague,
Tisltini

MNUINEWM.

-

ROGERS &
SONS'
AA
STANDARD

SILVER
PLATE

BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH.

members are especially weleooe mat
cordially Invited.

1REY (STER-

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
ourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.

EMPRESS

LING) FINISH

can be ol
tainea in uiu cny rrom

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
1. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
--

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

lb, toor

More, Each Dal vary
lbs, 2,009 Ibs Each Delivery
,200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs, to 20S Iba, Each Delivery
Less than 6S lbs. Each Delivery

2,000
1,000

.M.u.M.M..Me

,T.......25e
o
,.w..--

v.v....s-4- a

.M.w.MMMiSo

par 1tf faa.
per 1M lb.
pef IN lae.
per 1M 1Mb
par IN I

AGUA PURA COMPANY
torera, aad DUtributort J natural lea, tta rutin
ej Wnlek Sttave Mad Las Veiaa raaeaa.'
OFFICE 7S1 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Harvesters,

Lastlaa

C3

QuaUUea

-

'

URD

LOCAL TIME
NO. S, ROY

Toc0on
ch m0Ith

Lost

r,

Meets first and third
day evenings each month at Weoi
men hall. Visiting brothers oordiak
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Dougla
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

I,

long-hanle-

100

1053

0

B.

Ski Met Much More

"Dar ain't no sadisfaction in debatin'
wid a 'ooman!" disgruntledly declared
old Brother Stookey. "Dem ladies Isn't
got no un'erstan'in' nussah, de ain't
got no mental grasp, as yo' mought
say. Now, in de ahgymunt dat me and
muh wife had last night 'bout a p'lnt
in de Scrlpters, 'spite o'de fact dat 1
dug up a passel o' fine, big words and
flung 'em at her, I couldn't convince
her. I rolled fo'th dem dar salubrious
sounds like de Battle o' Bunkey Hill, 1
did sounds, sah, dat ought-umade
dem small words she used curl up like
green leaves when de fust frost hits
'em! but did she un'erstan' muh spe
cifications?
"She couldn't-uh- ,
she dess
Bkillet and
up wld a
popped me on de head wld such fero
city dat muh skull perpetrated right
th oo de bottom o' dat piece o rural
ture, and Bhe held on to de hanle and
drug me all over de place twelV 1
hatter own up dat she was In de rigtit
to save muh life. B'Heve to muh soul,
de lady would-upulled muh head
plumb off if I hadn't give in! Stands
to reason, sah, dat she didn't un'er
stan' muh language,
when a
man uses big words what klnd-uan
swer am a skillet?" Kansas City

FOR SALE

F. O. E.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

Brother Stookey's Better Half Found
Effective Argument.

Island Red eggs $1 per setting.
Guaranteed fertile. Mrs. J. S. Nel
son, Phone Olive 55S1.

vited, uuy
Petten, Secretary,

BIG WORDS ENTIRELY WASTED

Long-Handle- d

BARRED Plymouth Rock and Rhode

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4k FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
N
A. M. Regular comluz Meets every Monday nicks
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas arena
third Thursday Is 8 o'clock. Visiting members are aa
fern month. Visiting dlaUy welcome.
J. c. Wert, Pre
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; fl, ft
M. Cary, W. M, H, S. Van Bally. Treasurer.

Wertz. Treasnmr- m a, I'd
m. x
ucuieioi
j x rusiee.

-

V
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If you have been neglecting to subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE
THE PLUNGE

QBoaHlll

warn

JJaaud

IFSirGtf

PJ

TlflE

TO TAKE

?MB (uv si

with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

1

,

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in
the
ironing
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. AH the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
YOU
COOL

while the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal
getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons
and
to pour buckettull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
ARE

ARE COOL.

t

V-

The Optic for a. whole year and this
locbor
is only
saving-convenien-

ce

.

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

o

Mail it or give it to the Carrier

1
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The Adventures of Kathlyn
The greatest of all.

Extra Fancy Novels and Sweets. By the
Box $4.00, Half Box $2.15

LOCAL NEWS

BLOOD ORANGES

ORANGES

v.

i"

.1

LET US HAVE
YOUR ORDER,

AND GU. APE FRUIT.

Light
o'clocki

automobile

-

at

lamps

Silver Bags for commencement
gifts &t. Jlurphey's 'Drug Store. Adv.
Old Taylor wttBkey and Sherwood
Ry at the Opera Bar-A- dv.

STEARNS'

The Laa Vegas Medical society will
hold Its regular monthly meeting to
morrow night at the Commercial club
rooms. All members are requested to
be present
Liggett's Chocolates for the Sweet
Girl Graduate at Murphey's Drug
Store. Adv.

:.

.

.

!

fe'il
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WHAT IS IT?
It is the highest grade of shortening that can be produced

ASK YOUR GROCER
Not "Heavier Than Air
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a eack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar, Pure Quill flour
costs no more than, other
high class flours but Is worth,
more as no other Is fully
equal to It Order a sack
'

'She Las Vegas

""'"

Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President
IS. B. Davis, Vice President.
E. D. Ravnnlds. Vice President
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier
Hallrt Ravnolds. Cashier.

'

ar,'

i

'

FIRST NATIONAL BANS

Capital,

SlOO.iyiwa

iUndWded Profili

In "every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

a big lot just received

7:29

this evening.

The total rainfall yesterday was .21
inch, according to O. L. Hargrove,
volunteer observer at the New MexThe maxi
ico Normal University.
mum temDerature yesterday was 6
degrees and the minimum last night
was 49 degrees.
Initial box paper for commencement gifts at Murphey's Drug Store
Adv.

Arrangements are now pending for
a baseball game to be 'played at
Amusement park a week from text
Sunday between- the married men of
Wagon Mound and those of this city.
The Wagon Mound- team will make
the trip to this city in automobiles.
will be an
Pnrthpr nrraneements
nounced' later.

B. hall Wednes- -

I

F. P. Zummach, carpenter and
er. Phone Main 362.-d- v.

gifts at

Books for commencement
Murphey'a Drug Storey-Ab-

night

at F.

Adv.
I

Over the Cliffs
(Goldseal)
Sensational 3 reel feature.

No. 10

ORANGES

H

The Vegas Theatre

Photoplay
ANOTHER. CAR OF

Regular dance

B day

TONI GHT

THEM DY THE BOX

!UY

a

.

.,.

I

18, 1914.

MAY

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. TUESDAY,

Buy Now While
They Are Cheap

Onebox $4.00 1
Halfbox $2.15
Mediterranean Sweets and
Fancy Navel i

JOHN H, YORK

Grocer and Baker
Send a nice box of Liggett's Candy
to the
with your congratulations
Sweet Girl Graduate Adv.
The, committee meeting

that

build-

n

IN

Second Hand Cars.

Dr. G." S. Montoya, aged 26 years.
died yesterday evening at the home
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. M.
Montoya, in. Upper Las Vegas.
was the' caiuse of death.
survived by five brothers
Is
Montoya
and one sister. . In addition to bis
parents. ' For some time he maintain
ed an office on Bridge street, where
he practiced law, veterinary surgery
and hypnotism, according to his sign.
Funeral arrangements have not been
announced. The body waa prepared
for burial by the Las Vegas Under
taking company.

-

00

.!

1914 Model

Ford Touring Car

1914 Model

Ford Touring Car

$450

1914 Model

Ford Touring Car

$400

30

50-

horse power Viele Touring Car

Chalmers 30,

1911

-

.......$350
....$500

Marion Bob Cat Roadster

model......

$400

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
FORMERLY
LAS VEGAS
--

BIRTHDAY PARTY TONIGHT
This evening at the home of Mrs;
A. F. Morrissette, 518 Columbia ave
nue, the benefit social for the Ladies
guild of St Paul's Memorial church
will occur. It will begin at 8 o'clock
and a large attendance to expected.
A program consisting of musical numbers and recitations has been arranged and will be followed by general
The evening
social entertainment.
refreshments.
will be closed with
Each person attending is expected to
bring as many pennies as he is years
old, as an admission fee.

was to

I

BARGAINS

Twenty-seveNavajo Indian boys,
,
ranging in age from 10 to 17 years-afterthis
Las
Vegas
through
passed
noon on train No. 10 en route to La
mar, Colo., from Winslow, Aria. They
school,
are from the Lupp Indian
which is located about 25 miles from
Winslow, andl will he employed thin
ning beets in Colorado' for the next
three months. The boys are in charge
of C, R. Rivera, disciplinarian ana
bandmaster of the school.

raOOLER
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CASE TO

TO THE JURY

have been held last night at the
Commercial club rooms in regard to VERDICT EXPECTED TO BE' RE
the Irrigation project north of this city
TURNED TONIGHT OR
has been postponed until Thursday
MORNING
evening. At that time all members of
the committee are urgpntly requested
lractically the entire forenoon was
to be present
devoted by the district court to the
case of M. M. McSchooler, who Is acof all kinds; noth cused of unlawfully
Household
goods
maiming live
commence
Fancy writing paper for
but the best high grade furniture. stock. It was expected the case
ment gifts at Murphey's Drug Store ing
Harry Wenger, 909 Seventh street
would be submitted to the jury late
Adv.
this afternoon, and the court expectthe
Walter
singer,
gifted
Lindberg,
ed to use the remainder of the time
G.
Elston
The body of Mrs. Tina
a good sized audience last before adjournment in the hearing of
pleased
removed
was
last
fall,
died
who
early
night at the Yi, M. C. A. Mr. Lind- - evidence in tax complaint cases.
yesterday from the receiving vault in
was connected
until
McSchooler, who resides at Mineral
the fMasonio cemetery by the Las berg some recently
the
best
of
and
with
largest
will
Hill, is accused of shooting a horse
Vegas Undertaking company. It
musical organizations in the United belonging to one of his neighbors.
interfor
Oil
to
be sent
City, Pa.,
States. Following his singing last According to the story brought out
ment beside Mm, Elston's husband
he described his conversion, by witnesses several horses belonging
night
to
be
found
was
and son. The body
came about in an unexpected to neighbors of McSchooler wandered
which
in perfect state of preservation.
manner, changing him from an atheist onto the latter's field and shortly
to a practical Christian. Mr. Und-ber- g afterward one of the animals was
Parisian Ivory Novelties for comsaid he gave up the stage in or- found to be badly wounded, several
mencement gifts at Muhphey's Drug
to
devote his life to teaching the buckshot being picked out of its
der
Store. Adv.
principles of Christianity. He is de wound by its owner. McSchooler s
.
his magnificent voice to that defense was an, effort to prove an
The bout that was to have been voting
end.
Mr. Lindberg's selections alibi. He asserted that on the day
Among
staged in Raton Saturday night be laBt
were "The Palms" and the horse was shot he came to Las
night
and
Raton
of
Donehue
tween Mickey
which ho sang with great Vegas with some butter for th' mar
of this city has been Calvary,"
Young Dua-awere play- ket. McSchooler is being defended
feeling.
Accompaniments
the
at
Decoration
Day
postponed until
Cluxton.
Miss
ed
Marguerite
by
by Attorney Herbert W. Clark.
request of the promoters. Duran has
The case of the state against E. B
and
bout
been working hard for the
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged Cropp was to have been heard this
week
a
until
continue
will
training
in wood. Direct from the distillery to afternoon, but was postponed until
from next Friday, when he will go to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. tomorrow. Cropp la accused of as
the Gate City for the 'bout the followsault upon X P. Garcia while armed
ing Saturday night
John L. Zimmerman, formerly of with a deadly weapon. The assault
now in charge of the Santa Is alleged to have occurred in a small
Boots and shoes made to order, this city,
branch
of the United States reve town In the country south of Las
Fe
cripples fitted perfectly. Repairing. nue
office, had a narrow escape Sun Vegas.
621
at
shop
my
have
No report bad been made by the
when the automobile in
Sixth street and Invite all my old day afternoon
which he was riding nearly fell off grand Jury up till noon today. ; That
new
to
call.
Joe
as
well
as
customers
La Bajada hill. The, machine, owned body has been hard at work since
Martin. Adv.
by P. G. Van Cott,' salesman for the yesterday morning, however, and sevto be
The Mutual theater will show "The Haynes company in Albuquerque, skid eral indictments are expected
future.
near
the
the
ded
in
the
the
returned
to
of
highway,
edge
in
elite
society
Mutual Girl" tonight
stunt. This picture is drawing larger front wheels hanging over a precipice
"SOLDIERS' NOT GUILTY
crowds each week, the theater show fully 100 feet in depth. Van Cott
Zimmerman and the other two occu
Colorado
Springs, Colo., May 19
only.
on
It
nights
Tuesday
ing
pants of the car. Including Walter Pleas of not guilty were entered in
A fancy box of Liggett' s chocolates WMnman of Albuquerque, climbed out the district court this morning by the'
will be appreciated by Sweet Girl of the machine gingerly, for fear their 10 members of Gen. Kelly's army of
movements might Jar it off the clifffj unemployed who were arrested here
Graduates.Adv.
Aid was summoned from Santa Fe, recently on charges of conspiracy
Tickets for the High school play of the car hauled back on the highway and attempted train wrecking. Five
Cltj of the men were represented by Atfcapidly, and and the journey to the Duke
Thursday night
the
completed.
is
that
toairaflonr
torney T. C. Turner and the other
every
there
five by Attorney R, L. Chambers. Their
opera house will be filled Seats are
cases were set for hearing on June 16,
on reservation at iMurphes drug
LIST
ADVERTISED LETTER
store, and Professor Rufus Mead,
iJetterg. . remaining uncalled for for
I1
press agent for' the show, says he is the wfeek.ftiHUim
FIRE THREATENS TOWN
May 16:
-not stretching1 the truth when he Mrs. F. S.
Dr.
Bullock, Dona
Allen,
Cloquet, Mich., May 19. Fire start
will
come
who
late
those
states that
Carlota E. Cordova, Norvell Clark, ing this afternoon during the high
have a hard time finding suitable H. J.
J. Linn, Mrs. Ana wind had burned up five dwellings in
Darst,
Is
Mr.
Mead
seats.
sticking tasio
saya he
Matthaws, Luleita the residence taction at 3 o'clock.
.Jack
Laboto,
Strictly to facts when he declares Martinez, M.
Mrs. Soult
The whole population Is out fighting
Montoya,
ever
tho
best
that the show will be
When calling for the4 above letters the fire.
staged by the High school.' ';'
please ask for 'advertised letters.
s
Fu O BLOOD, P. M.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Initial correspondence cards for
commencement gifts at Murphey's
FOR SALE! Thoroughbred Jersey
HARVEY'S 13 OPEN
Drug Store. Adv.
bull. Call Olive 5362.
34th season of this famous monn
TAX NOTICE
tain resort Carriage out every SatOn the first day of May, the second urday morning, returning following FOR RENT Desirable residence, five
rooms, kitchen, toilet, bath and eel
half of the 1913 taxes will become Friday: charge, including passage
due. All taxes not paid before June both ways $10. Special rates for long-elar, 50x150 lot, corner Fourth and
Columbia.
1 win be subject to a penalty.
Open for Inspection.
time. Address East Laa Vegas,
Phone Saul Rosenthal, 726 Seventh
EUGENIO ROMERO,
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey
street
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
County Treasurer.
-

FORD

SALES

COMPANY

Use Our Special Order

department.
Every week1 we are sending orders east for special goods for
Las Vegas people. On this proposition we sell as cheap as the mail
order houses," bolides handling and delivering the goods here, and
guaranteeing reliable merchandise. We do not. require you to pay
anything down, and if the goods upon arrival are not satisfactory
you do not have to take them.

Let your local furniture dealer have these orders.

J.

Johnsen

C.

COMPLETE

HOME

&

FURNISHERS

Son

TIRES AID TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
y

Non-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

need-

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR
GUARANTEED

FOI ITS PERFECTNESS

iff.--

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

MM

pf ing

oeie

lis

An8llieGreeii-'.Grass-

;

areT-tdJitt-

This mearis lots of Pure Fresh Cream
:
:
and Good Butter
-

.

Fresh From the Churn to
Your Table

a

Al

tlia

tea

of the Best ol Everylliing Eatable

PRATT'S POULTRY FOOD
Egg Producer

THE GRAAF & IIAYVAHD CO.STORE

;

--

r

,

Ask Yoir Grocer
FOR CRYSTAL BUTTER
I

yrystal 0 reamery

Co.

